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Abstract
Permanent magnet BLDC motors are characterized by a central magnetic core, called the
rotor, and fixed electric coils (usually six) equally spaced in a ring around the core, called
the stator. Motor movement is controlled by alternately energizing and de-energizing the
stator coils to create a rotating magnetic field that propels the rotor. In order for this process
to work correctly, BLDC motors required a technology called electronic commutation, in
which the coil currents must be very carefully synchronized to rotor position to ensure that
the rotating field is correctly aligned with the permanent magnetic field in the rotor. Usually
rotor position is measured by external sensors such as Hall-effect sensors and optical encoders
and these external sensors increase the system cost and reduces reliability. In order to control
the price and make it more reliable this thesis propose to infer the rotor position from voltage
and current measurement of motor.
The most common approaches to sensorless control are based on the measurement of the
electromotive force (back-EMF), that is induced by the rotor motion. As the back-EMF is
nearly zero at very low speed and at stationary position, and can not be measured. Therefore
a separate algorithm is required for start-up and control at low speed. The other method of
sensorless control involves the inference of rotor position from the variation in inductance
caused by rotor position. This thesis presents a prototype system for sensorless control of
BLDC motors over the entire speed range of the motor, including stall (zero speed) conditions
using the voltage and current signals from the motor.
Keywords: Rotor Position, Sensorless Control of BLDC motor, Rotor Position identifi-
cation, BLDC motor position
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The basic purpose of motors are to convert electrical energy to mechanical energy. Looking
at the world around us and considering the importance of devices which uses this mecha-
nism, we cannot just simply neglect the electrical motors and their working. Brushless DC
motors also known as Permanent Magnet direct current Synchronous motors are becoming
very popular and useful because of their high power density (the amount of power per unit
volume), long life, high efficiency and reliable operation. Brushless DC motors as opposed
to brushed DC motors do not require any mechanical brushes for its commutation system.
Removal of brushes for commutation reduces the electric spark which results in reduction of
the Electromagnetic interference(EMI). Initially, Brushless DC (BLDC) motors were mostly
used in high-end military applications but due to the high efficiency and long life these motors
became more common in daily life applications. Recently, these motors are well preferred
in many electrical equipments which includes both high-end military applications and low
price household appliances and toys. The main reason for their widespread applications be-
coming reality after recent reduction in cost of these motors. Ideally, BLDC motors can be
used any area where traditional motors (Brushed and induction motors) are being used as
consumers now demands for the lower energy costs, better performance and reduced acoustic
1
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noise which cannot be achieved using the traditional technologies.
A typical BLDC motor consist of permanent magnets in rotor, and fixed electric coils equally
spaced in stator. As the rotor magnets (rare-earth magnets) which are used in BLDC motors
typically have high magnetic flux density and high electrical conductance making rotor losses
small which results in the higher efficiency.
1.2 Background
Historically, the electric motors were described in three categories: 1) Brushed Commutator
DC motors, 2) Synchronous motors and 3)Induction motors. From start the variable speed
machines were desirable but this was not possible with the synchronous machines. With time
as the desire of variable speed machines has progressed, so did the types of the machines.
There were many variations of machines which were developed and one of these variations
is Brushless Permanent Magnet machine. There were many steps and paths included in the
development of these machines as mentioned by Jahns [1]. Initially a line-start permanent
magnet machine was introduced and later in addition to that an electronically commutated
(brushless) permanent magnet machine was devised. With more advancements in machine
designs, eventually the concept of sinusoidal permanent magnet machine was introduced in
combination with the inverter to provide an adjustable speed machine without brushes which
can give servo like performance.
Although the brushless DC motors were devised but these early motors were not able to
generate a great deal of power but when the permanent magnet materials became readily
available in the 1980s, the use of BLDC motors to generate higher power looked possible. If
not more, using permanent magnets combined with high voltage transistors, enabled brushless
DC motors to generate as much power as the old brush DC motors. Near the end of the 1980s,
Robert E. Lordo of the POWERTEC Industrial Corporation unveiled the first large brushless
DC motor, which had at least ten times the power of the earlier brushless DC motors.
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There are number of Acronyms associated with Brushless DC motors. A few of them are
mentioned below:
• BACM: brushless AC motor
• BDCM: brushless DC motor
• BLSM: brushless servo motor
• ECBM: electronically commuted brushless motor
• ECDCM: electronically commuted DC motor
• PMBDC: permanent magnet brushless DC motor
• PMSM: permanent magnet synchronous motor
• SPMSM: surface PM synchronous motor
Although there is inconsistency in literature for specifying the name of motors but in this
thesis we will use BLDC motor (brushless DC motor) for trapezoidal back-EMF and PMSM
(permanent magnet synchronous motor) for sinusoidal back-EMF.
1.3 Comparison between Brushed and Brushless motors
The main difference between Brushed and Brushless motor is the elimination of Carbon
Brushes which were used in Brushed motors to control the motor speed. The elimination of
Brushes gives many advantages to Brushless motors over Brushed motors which make them
suitable for different applications. The basic Comparison between Brushed and Brushless
motors is described in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Comparison Between Brushed and Brushless Motors
Brushed Motors Brushless Motors
Low efficiency High efficiency (no voltage drop
across brushes)
Shorter Life Longer Life (less losses)
Moderate Speed Range High Speed Range (No mechanical
limitation due to brushes)
High electrical noise (due to
brushes)
Low electrical noise
Low construction cost Higher construction cost
Simple and inexpensive control Complex and expensive control
Low output power to size ratio High output power to size ratio
Periodic maintenance required Less maintenance due to absence of
brushes
Less efficient heat dissipation Good heat dissipation
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1.4 Comparison between BLDC and SRM
Switched reluctance motor (SRM) is a type of motor which is different from Brushless DC
motor in torque production mechanism. In the case of BLDC motors, torque is produced by
interaction of magnetic flux of windings and permanent magnets, whereas the SRM works on
the principle of variable reluctance [2]. These motors generate torque without any permanent
magnets and with no concentrated windings on their shaft. The SRM drive system first be-
came available in early 1980’s as a result of work done in Leeds and Nottingham universities
[3] - [4]. The main difference between a BLDC motor and SRM motor is the assemblies of
rotor and stator and the materials used. SRM motors also need the sensors and an electronic
commutation controller similar to BLDC motors. The main advantages of using SRM are
given below:
1. SRM is inexpensive to manufacture as it is made up of simple laminated steel and has
no rotor windings.
2. As there are no rotor windings in SRM, they mainly get heated up in stator where the
machine is easily cooled.
3. SRM can work on high speed in intense environments because of their simplicity and
ruggedness.
4. The SRM requires unipolar currents only, allowing the design of an inexpensive con-
verter with one controllable power switch per phase.
1.5 Structural Review
To understand how Brushless DC motors are more effective and better to use, it is really
important to have a good understanding of how the Brushless DC motors are made up and how
they work. Any Brushless DC motor is made up of two main components i.e. 1) a physical
member which is stationary called the Stator and 2) a physical member which rotates called
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the Rotor. There are basically two configurations of DC motors on basis of the structure of
stator and rotor.
1. Axial Flux
2. Radial Flux
Axial flux motors [5] are also an active area of research but these type of motors are not
that common in servo application as compared to radial flux motors. These type of motors
have special applications such as floppy disk spindle drives. The primary reason for less
use of these motors is the stator construction. As the flux flows axially in these motors, the
stator must by laminated circumferentially. This construction orients slots at ever increasing
distances from one another. As a result, this significantly increases stator manufacturing time
and cost. The Axial flux motors are further divided into single sided AFPM machines and
double sided AFPM machines [5]. The difference between radial and axial flux motors is
explained in Figure 1.1
Figure 1.1: Comparison between Radial and Axial Flux motors
The radial flux motors are further divided into two categories. 1) Inner Rotor motors, 2) Outer
Rotor motors. Inner Rotor motors provide a smaller diameter, lower motor inertia because
of the smaller size and better heat dissipation. On the other hand the Outer Rotor motors
may provide the larger overall motor diameter and can provide larger inertia which is mostly
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desired in constant speed applications. Although for outer rotor motors, individual magnets
can be used but the more common practice is to use a single bonded magnet ring inside the
rotor. This motor is also easy to wind as the teeth of the stator points outward. The main
difference between inner and outer rotor motors is explained in Figure 1.2
Figure 1.2: Comparison between Inner Rotor and Outer Rotor motors [6]
1.5.1 BLDC motor structure
All of the electrical and mechanical issues because of the brushes with the brushed tech-
nology are eliminated in brushless DC motors. In BLDC motors the brushes are replaced
with an electronic controller which control the speed of the motors. The current carrying
coils/winding are stationary and energized sequentially to cause the Permanent Magnet rotor
to turn. BLDC motor is usually constructed in single-phase, two-phase and three phase con-
figurations, where the three phase configuration is the most commonly available for BLDC
motors. BLDC motors with more than three phases can also be manufactured but they are not
common and they hugely increases the manufacturing cost [7]. A typical three phase BLDC
motor with its circuit diagram is shown in Figure 1.3.
Since BLDC is a synchronous motor, the stator and the rotor fields rotate at the same fre-
quency. This means that there is no slip between stator and rotor in the case of BLDC motors.
The three phase BLDC motor is driven by applying the positive current to one of the motor
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Figure 1.3: Three phase BLDC motor with circuit diagram
phases and a negative current to another while leaving no current going into the third phase.
The interaction between the field generated in the stator due to current and by the permanent
magnets on the rotor, generates the torque in the motor and as a result the motor starts to
rotate. To keep the motor rotating, the current in the stator which generate the magnetic field
needs to be commutated in a specific pattern. This current commutation is controlled and
switched in specific commutation steps for each electrical rotation.
1.5.1.1 Electrical and Mechanical Angles
It is same in any type of electrical motor to define two related terms of speed and position.
The position is the mechanical position of the motor and the speed of the motor is the speed
by which the rotor rotates. When the rotor rotates one complete revolution, it follows a
complete 360 degrees mechanical path. Once it traverses the complete path, the rotor is back
to its original position. This motion is described by the mechanical angle of the motor, while
electrical angle is defined as ”An angle that specifies a particular instant in an alternating-
current cycle or expresses the phase difference between two alternating quantities”. Electrical
angle is usually expressed in electrical degrees. The number of magnetic poles on rotor plays
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the main role in determining the relationship between electrical and mechanical positions of
the motor. For a motor which has single pole pair, the electrical and mechanical revolution
are equal and hence the electrical and mechanical angle are also equal. But in case of more
then one pole pair, the number of electrical and mechanical revolutions are not equal and
hence their angles. The relationship between the electrical angle and mechanical angle can
be expressed using Equation 1.1, which shows that as the number of pole pairs increases the
electrical revolutions in one mechanical revolution also increases.
Polepairs =
Electrical angle
Mechanical angle
(1.1)
1.5.1.2 Rotor Structure
Generally, permanent magnets are used to build the Rotor of a brushless DC motor. The num-
ber of magnets in the rotor defines the number of rotor poles. Depending on the requirements,
we can have BLDC motor with different number of poles. By increasing the number of poles
in the rotor we can increase the torque but it reduces the maximum speed of the motor. The
greater number of magnet poles does generate greater torque but more magnet poles implies
having less room for each pole. Eventually the maximum point is reached where the gap
between rotor magnet poles becomes significant percentage of the total space on the rotor,
and the torque no longer increases. The optimum number of magnetic poles mainly depends
on the motor geometry and the material properties which is being used in the motor. The
torque generated depends on the material used for the construction of the permanent magnet
as the torque depends on the flux density of the material. The higher the flux density of ma-
terial used the higher the torque generated. 4-poles and 8-poles rotors are shown in Figure 1.4
1.5.1.3 Stator Structure
The stator of the BLDC motor is made up of laminated steel with windings placed in the
slots. Traditionally, the stator of BLDC motor resembles the stator of an induction AC motor.
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Figure 1.4: 4-pole and 8-pole permanent magnet rotor [8]
Windings in the stator can be arranged in both star and delta pattern. The star configuration
at low RPM gives high torque while the delta configuration gives low torque at low RPM.
Each winding is constructed with numerous coils interconnected with each other and these
windings are distributed over the stator to generate the required number of poles. We can also
divide BLDC motors in two types according to the stator windings variant i.e. trapezoidal
motors and sinusoidal motors. This difference is created on the basis of the interconnection
of the coils in the windings to give different type of back EMF. Sinusoidal motors are smooth
rotating motors which make them popular for applications which require quiet operation and
low vibration but these type of motors need additional cost of windings and also the compli-
cated algorithm to control. The lamination in stator can be slotted or slotless as shown in the
Figure 1.5. A slotted core has high inductance which reduces the speed range of the BLDC
motor. Therefore slotless core is more suitable for high speed requirements but they increase
the cost as slotless core needs more winding to compensate for the air gap.
1.5.2 Switched Reluctance Motors (SRM) Structural Review
SRM machine is a brushless machine which has doubly salient geometry i.e. it has salient
poles on both rotor and stator. In SRM the rotor is made up of stack of laminated steel which
is cut to get the desired number of poles in the rotor. The stator is also made up of steel
laminations and cut to yield the required number of stator poles. The stator pole in SRM
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Figure 1.5: slotted and slotless stator motors [9]
has a simple concentrated winding and there are no conductors of any type on the rotor.
These simple windings on the stator pole are connected in diametrically opposite pairs and
are independently connected to a remote switching circuit for its commutation. Commonly,
the rotor and stator are assembled from steel lamination of the same grade and thickness. The
construction of SRM is very simple, reliable and rugged which gives it few advantages over
the conventional brushless machines [10]. A cross-sectional overview of a typical 8 stator
and 6 rotor poles machine is shown in Figure 1.6.
Though SRM is the simplest machine in design as compared to other electrical machines
but they are difficult to control. The double saliency of the SRM causes strong non-linear
magnetic characteristics which results in complicating the control analysis of the machine.
SR machines have higher torque ripple and they do tend to be more noisy as compared to
other electrical machines i.e. BLDC machine. However, this torque ripple and noise can
be significantly reduced by using a better SRM mechanical design and algorithm which can
compensate for these problems. Generally, increasing the number of phases in SRM reduces
the ripple in torque, but it results in increasing the overall motor costs due to the need of more
electronics to operate the SRM.
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Figure 1.6: One phase cross-section of 8/6 SR machine
1.6 Typical Applications of BLDC
Regardless of the need of a complex motor controller for BLDC motors, BLDC motors offers
several inherent advantages which are not available by using brushed DC motors in terms of
high torque and wide speed range. Better heat dissipation, improved efficiency and greater
power density for BLDC motors make them more suitable and advantageous in many applica-
tions. The research presented in [11] -[12] shows that the permanent magnet machines could
become more important than induction motors for servo applications. The major applications
for BLDC motors are given below:
1. Battery Powered Applications
(a) Electric and Hybrid vehicles
(b) Electric scooters and bicycles
(c) Low Voltage Drives
2. Home and Building Applications
(a) Blenders and hand power tools and fans
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(b) Fans in cooker hoods
(c) Washing machines
(d) Air Conditioners and refrigerators [13]
3. Industrial Applications
BLDC motors are primarily usefull in actuation, servo and variable speed applications
where position control and stable operations are required. BLDC motors are commonly
used as:
(a) Linear motors
(b) Servomotors
(c) Extruder drive motors
(d) Actuators for industrial robots
(e) Automotive HVAC(Heating Venting and Air-Conditioning)
1.7 Problem Statement
Typically rotor position in BLDC motors is measured using external sensors i.e. Optical sen-
sors and Hall-effect sensors which increases the cost of the system and reduce its reliability
and life span. In order to make them more efficient with more reduced cost the external sen-
sors for position and speed should be eliminated. The approaches used to measure the rotor
position without sensors are generally known as sensorless control and are mainly dependent
on the measurement of the electromotive force (EMF), which is induced by the rotor. As
the back-EMF is almost zero at standstill and near to zero speed, and can not be measured
accurately, another mechanism is required which can handle the control of BLDC motors at
near zero speed increasing the cost.
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1.7.1 Proposed Work
Keeping the cost and durability of BLDC motors in mind this thesis propose to infer the rotor
position of the motor from voltage and current signal measurements by solving these voltage
and current signals to find the inductance of each phase. This inference of rotor position can
be used to generate a proper sequence for commutation of motor.
1.8 Thesis Organization
The thesis is organized in the following manner.
Chapter 1 provides a basic introduction of Brushless Direct Current Motors (BLDC motors).
Chapter 2 gives the detailed background of BLDC motor control in two portions covering
both sensored control and sensorless control. Also some aspect of Switched Reluctance mo-
tors control are described.
Chapter 3 presents the BLDC model for one phase covering its both magnetic part and elec-
tric part along with the description of mathematical model. At the end of the chapter the
motor part is combined with the mechanical part and explains the three phase model.
Chapter 4 deals with the experimental work and the analysis of the data obtained from the
experiments. It also covers the results obtained for both delta and wye models.
Chapter 5 covers the conclusion, including a general description of the experiments which
were done, their results and the future work on them.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The Brushless DC motor has become very important in most of the small-scale electric ve-
hicles from low performance application to high end applications [14]. The BLDC motor is
inherently efficient, has a very high power to weight ratio and the removal of brushes makes
them best choice for such applications. However the current state of electrical controllers
available in industry restricts these motors capabilities and offer only limited controllability.
This performance issue related to commercial controllers available in industry is basically
because of the simple control techniques that are invariably used. Most of the controller use
six step control strategy which results in poor dynamic performance of the motor and high
torque ripple leading to greater vibrations and shorter motor life. Also these controllers are
not capable of working on low speed range and limit the performance of the BLDC motors.
This chapter explains the motor structure and the existing control algorithms used in industry.
To begin with, the basic principle of operation of BLDC motor is presented. This section
also covers the torque and back emf generation and the similarities and differences between
three-phase sinusoidal and trapezoidal motors. The second section describes the BLDC mo-
tor control technologies covering both the sensored and sensorless approach. A few of the
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major approaches adopted are discussed for both sensored and sensorless control for motor
drives. The third section covers the main part of the BLDC motor control i.e. the rotor posi-
tion calculation which is the most important step in most of the sensorless control methods.
The last section of this chapter presents the overview of switched reluctance motors and the
sensorless approach used to control the SR motors.
2.2 Principle of operation of BLDC motor
A brushless DC motor is generally described as a permanent magnet synchronous machine
which is fed with rotor position. The BLDC motors are mostly controlled using 3-phase
power inverter bridge. The motor needs the position of rotor for starting and providing the
proper commutation sequence so that the power devices in the inverter bridge are turned high
(on) accordingly and the motor can rotate. Once the sensor determines the rotor position,
the power devices are commutated sequentially. In case of brushed motor the current is
commutated using brushes but for BLDC motors this is done electronically without brushes
and therefore are known as electronic motors. The problems associated with brushes are
eliminated in BLDC motors making it more rugged as compare to a brushed DC motor. The
basic Brushless DC motor system consists of mainly four parts, power devices, BLDC motor,
sensors and the control algorithm as shown in Figure 2.1. The power devices transmits power
from the source to the Brushless DC motor which is then transformed into mechanical energy
in the second block. The main feature of BLDC motor is the detection of rotor position of
BLDC motor which is done by sensors/sensorless and this calculated position is transmitted
to the control algorithm used which make the decision on the basis of the position detected.
The controller sends commands to the power devices to turn on or off the specific devices.
The working of rotational electric machines are basically combination of different physics
laws mainly Faraday’s law, Ampere’s law and Lenz’s law. These physics laws are briefly
explained below. These laws will be further used in Chapter 3 for explaining the flux linkage
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of basic BLDC motor system
and voltage induced in case of BLDC motors.
2.2.1 Faraday’s Law
Faraday’s law of induction was presented by Michael Faraday (1791-1867), which describes
the voltage induced in a coil of wire in following two different forms:
1. “A moving conductor cutting the lines of force (flux) of a magnetic field has a voltage
induced in it”.
2. “A changing magnetic flux inside a loop which is made from a conducting material will
induce a voltage in the loop”.
Mathematically the Faraday’s law is explained in Equation 2.1 where ϕ represents the total
flux through the loop of wire in a plane perpendicular to the flux and ε represents the voltage
induced.
ε =
dϕ
dt
(2.1)
2.2.2 Ampere’s Law
Ampere’s law was discovered bye Andre-Marie Ampere in 1826 and states that:
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“The integral around a closed path of the component of the magnetic field tangent to the
direction of the path equals µo times the current intercepted by the area within the path”.
Mathematically Ampere’s law is expressed as in Equation 2.2 below:
∮
B.ds = µo.I (2.2)
Ampere’s law is very useful when magnetic field is calculated for a current distribution
with a high degree of symmetry. Only the currents crossing the area inside the path are taken
into account and only these currents contribute to the generation of magnetic field [15].
2.2.3 Lenz’s Law
Lenz’s law is named after Heinrich Lenz and it states that:
“An Induced voltage is produced by a change in magnetic flux. The polarity of the induced
voltage is such that it produces a current whose magnetic field opposes the change which
produces it”.
Mathematically it is expressed same as Faraday’s law but with the opposite sign as this voltage
is induced in the opposite direction against the change which produces it.
ε = −dϕ
dt
(2.3)
2.3 BLDC Control Review
A typical Brushless DC motor is driven by voltage pulses to specific phase of the stator in
accordance to the position of the rotor. To generate the maximum torque in the brushless
DC motor, these voltage pulses should be applied properly to the active phases of the three-
phase winding system so that the angle between the rotor flux and the stator flux is kept close
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to 90 degrees. Therefore, special controllers are required which control the voltage on the
basis of rotor position detected. Once the rotor position is detected, the controller works
appropriately to generate a proper commutation sequence of the voltage strokes so that the
BLDC motor keep on rotating. The BLDC motor is supplied with the three-phase inverter and
the commutation sequence can be simply used to trigger the switching actions of the inverter.
There are different control techniques available in industry for brushless DC motors and are
explained below.
2.3.1 Six step Commutation
The six step commutation also know as trapezoidal commutation is the simplest form of the
commutation which is available in the market to control the BLDC motor. Figure 2.2 shows
the six step commutation for brushless DC motors.
Figure 2.2: Six Step Commutation, Microcontrollers Sol Inc.
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The trapezoidal commutation requires the digital Hall devices to detect the position of the
rotor aligned 30 degree electrically from the zero crossing point of the phase. As soon the
Hall signal transition takes place, the sequence is changed for the phase current, thus the
commutation of the motor occurs and if this commutation keeps working, the BLDC motor
will rotate continuously. The three-phases of the BLDC motor are energized in 120 degree
sequences and each phase winding’s voltage is high for 120 degrees. The current is conducted
through two of the three phase windings at anytime with one phase winding held at a high
electrical potential and the other at low electrical potential. The third phase winding is kept
off during this interval. This gives the six possible commutation steps per one complete
revolution as shown in Figure 2.2 [13].
Figure 2.3 shows the BLDC motor with transistors bridge which generates the six-step com-
mutation sequence shown in Figure 2.2 [13].
Figure 2.3: BLDC motor with six transistors power bridge
The trapezoidal commutation is the cheapest commutation way of controlling a brushless
motor. It is suitable for high speed applications where the motor mechanics will eliminate the
torque ripple that is produced because of the switching current from one phase to the next.
The increased torque ripple results in larger vibration, noise and subsequently shorter motor
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lifespan.
2.3.2 Sinusoidal Commutation
The ideal approach to drive the sinusoidal brushless motor is to use the sinusoidal commuta-
tion technique. By using the sinusoidal commutation, the flat peaks of six-step commutation
are replaced with sinusoids. There are two possible ways by which sinusoidal commutation
is achieved. As analog Hall effect devices can generate a sinusoidal signal when the motor
rotor passes over the sensor magnetic poles. The signals, which are correct for commutation
of the motor are combined with the demand signals to generate the sinusoidal commutation
for the motor. This method is the cheaper one of the two but using this method can generate
more noise and affect the commutation sequence resulting in poor performance of the motor.
Figure 2.4 shows the sinusoidal commutation with respect to the Hall sensor output.
Figure 2.4: Sinusoidal commutation with Hall sensor output [16]
The second method to generate the sinusoidal commutation uses the encoders. This method
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of commutation gives the best result of the two approaches, but adding the encoders increases
the overall cost of the motor. The commutation is done in the second approach by generat-
ing a sin(θ) phase A command signal and 120 degrees shifted sin(θ+120) phase B command
signal and multiplying this by the current command. The nature of the sinusoidal back-EMF
needs the commutation phases to be overlapped and because of this overlap the torque ripple
is reduced and more precise control of the motor is acvhieved. The comparison between six-
step and sinusoidal commutaion is shown in Figure 2.5 [17].
Figure 2.5: Comparison between Six-step and sinusoidal commutation [17]
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2.3.3 Field Oriented Control
The Field Oriented Control (FOC) also called Vector Control for BLDC motors is a process
to achieve torque control by controlling the space vectors of voltage and current directly in a
new reference frame known as the d-q reference frame. In this process the flux linkage state
vector is decomposed into two discrete components, the first component is flux(d) and the
second component torque(q). During this process a three-phase system is transformed into
a two co-ordinate (d-q) system. This transformation is computationally intense mathemat-
ics as it demands a lot of computer based computation and simplification, and is known as
Park’s and Clarke’s transformation. This method is computationally so complex that it needs
high processing power DSPs, micro-controllers or FPGAs in controlling the motor. Figure
2.6 shows the graphical representation of the the d-q components. The q-d components are
intrinsically orthogonal to each other [18].
Figure 2.6: Direct (d) and Orthogonal (q) components [19]
The first step for the FOC is the Clarkes transformation which takes the 3-phase stator cur-
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rents and transforms it to a two-dimensional orthogonal variables mostly denoted by α and β
[20]. Figure 2.7 shows the graphical representation of the Clarkes transformation. Once the
three phase system is transformed into two phase (α & β) stationary system, it is necessary
to transform them into a system that is rotating along with the rotor flux. This step is done
using Park’s transformation [21]. Figure 2.8 shows the graphical representation of the Park’s
transformation. After Clark’s and Park’s transformations the stator current is now in two-
phase system aligned with the rotor flux. The direct component does not provide any useful
torque generation information and can be neglected. The quadrature component is mainly re-
sponsible for the actual torque generation of the motor. These two components are processed
and then converted back to stator referenced two-phase system to generate the pulse width
modulation (PWM) to drive the motor appropriately.
Figure 2.7: Clarke’s transformation [20]
Using FOC provides the precise motor control over the large speed ranges and because of
its nature the FOC has been successfully implemented for BLDC motors as well as PMSM
motors in past two decades. The overall operational behavior of FOC is explained in Figure
2.9 [22].
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Figure 2.8: Park’s transformation [20]
Figure 2.9: Block diagram of generic FOC control drive [22]
2.3.4 Direct Torque Control
Direct Torque Control (DTC), as expressed by its name is a method which directly controls
the electromagnetic torque and flux linkage by rapidly manipulating the stator flux. It was
originally developed for controlling the induction machines [23] - [24]. After getting great
performance success in induction machines this approach was introduced in BLDC motors
as well [25] - [26]. DTC operates by comparing the reference values of the stator torque and
flux with the actual observed values. The flux and torque which are derived directly from the
stator flux linkage are the only required feedback parameters for DTC process. Therefore, to
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apply DTC method an estimator is needed to estimate the torque and flux of the stator. Along
with an estimator, a look-up table and hysteresis comparators are also needed to complete the
process [27]. In DTC method the stator currents and the DC-bus voltage are sampled at each
interval and using the manufacturer provided data and these measured values of current and
voltage for the stator resistance, the flux of stator is calculated in α-β reference frame. During
DTC process the stator flux rotation is divided into six possible discrete inverter voltage
vectors as explained in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10: Inverter voltage vectors and stator flux vectors [27]
After determining the current flux vector located in sectors S1-S6, the magnitude of the stator
torque and flux is determined and then compared with the reference values in relative hystere-
sis comparators. The output taken from these comparators is then fed to a lookup table and
the proper voltage vector is then selected from the lookup table using the rotor flux vector
position and torque. Therefore, in case of DTC the PWM is replaced with a simple look-
up table and is no longer needed [28]. DTC approach has many variations now available
in industry and are used for both PMSM and BLDC motor drives. Mostly this method to
control the motors is used for large machines commercially and was not available for small
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motor drives. Unlike FOC, DTC method does not need any reference frame transformation
and rotor position estimation which decreases the overall cost of the drives and also requires
less development time. Cassadei [28] concluded that the DTC is preferred in high dynamic
load applications but it results in a higher current and higher torque ripple comparing to FOC
method.
Direct torque control method based on hysteresis controllers as mentioned above have
some serious drawbacks such as larger amount of torque and flux pulsation and the variable
frequency of the inverter. Also using DTC to control the BLDC motor needs a continuous
observation on stator flux linkage and the accuracy of this observation is affected by stator
resistance variation, electric and magnetic interfernce and measurement errors.
2.4 Rotor Position Estimation
The measurement/estimation of rotor position is the most critical step in controlling the
BLDC motors. A small error in position estimation for BLDC motor can result in very poor
performance and in some cases it may result in a complete motor failure. The estimation of
the rotor position can be done by sensored and sensorless approaches. In sensored approach
some type of external sensors are attached with the motor, while for sensorless there are no
sensors attached to the motor itself.
2.4.1 Sensored Approach
Most of the existing control algorithm uses sensored position estimation which increases the
total cost of the motor but these are the simplest and most commonly used techniques. For
brushless DC motors, the only requirement per electrical cycle is the knowledge of six phase-
commutation instants, therefore sensors with low cost are widely used in industry. In reality
the motion sensor based on magnetic field detection principles stand out because of their
many advantages and detection benefits.
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2.4.1.1 Hall Effect Sensors
Hall Effect sensor is the most common sensor seen in rotating machines. Hall-effect theory
states that “if an electric current carrying conductor is kept in magnetic field, the magnetic
field exerts a transverse force on the moving charge carriers that tends to push them to one
side of the conductor”. The presence of this transverse voltage is called the Hall-effect as it
was first discovered by Edwin Hall in 1879. For rotor position estimation, mostly there are
three hall effect sensors embedded into the stator. Whenever the rotor magnetic poles passes
near these Hall-effect sensors they generate high or low signal showing the S or N poles of
the rotor magnet. Hall sensors are embedded into the fixed part of the motor and this is done
by a complex process as any misalignment in the sensors with respect to magnets in rotor will
produce an error in the rotor position estimation.
Figure 2.11: 3-phase Hall sensor chart with 120degree angle separation [29]
The main obvious drawback of using hall effect sensor is the increase in overall cost of
the motor, as the hall effect sensors needs to be added by the manufactures because of the
complex process required. This increase in the cost of the motor is almost negligible for the
larger machines, but in small machines the cost of the sensors is greatly significant. Hall effect
sensors also require some power for their operation which adds more wiring to the motors and
adds up in the wiring cost of the motor. Big issue is that the addition for both sensing and
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wiring reduce the reliability of the motor. The classical three hall effect sensor configuration
just estimate the position of the rotor to an accuracy of 60 degrees only. Therefore, using the
simple classical approach we can only get the position of the rotor with less accuracy.
2.4.1.2 Variable reluctance (VR) sensors
The variable reluctance sensors are used to detect the position and speed of the moving metal
components and are also referred as a passive magnetic sensor as it does not need any power
for itself to detect the signal. The VR sensor consists of a winding wound around a cylindri-
cal magnetic material made up of ferrous. A magnet is attached behind the pole piece which
creates a magnetic field through pole and windings. When these sensors are placed near a
moving device, a simple technique for measuring the speed is created. The frequency of the
signal is directly proportional to the speed of the device. The amplitude of the signal de-
pends on the speed of rotation, the material being sensed and the the distance of the material
from the sensor. It is usually very simple to implement and the physics behind its operation
includes magnetic induction [30]. A basic mechanism of how variable reluctance sensors
works is explained in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: Variable Reluctance sensor [31]
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The main advantage of using variable reluctance sensor is its low cost and simplicity.
VR sensors are robust and can operate at higher temperature ranges and also these sensors
are small in size so they can be embedded in places where other sensors may not fit. These
sensors are resistant to high pressure and high temperature as well as chemical attacks [32].
These sensors need less wiring connections which enhance its reliability and reduces the
wiring cost [31].
2.4.1.3 Optical Encoders (Magnetic Encoders)
The optical sensing technology is the most accurate and provide the highest resolution of
the position estimation. As the name shows the optical encoders use light to identify the
positions. The optical encoders consists of a light source, sensor, movable disk and a fixed
mask. A photo detector is used in optical encoders to sense the alternating light beams and
the encoder’s electronics convert this pattern into an electrical signal which is then processed
to find how far from original position the disc has rotated. The Optical Shaft Encoder uses an
infrared light sensor to detect illumination from an infrared LED passing through slots cut in
the circumference of a rotating wheel. A single optical encoder is shown in Figure 2.13.
Figure 2.13: Single ended Optical encoder [33]
Optical encoders are good choice in application where high resolution is required such as
office equipment and medical equipment. Optical encoders are also able to perform in much
tougher environments which needs both high resolution and durability like automated vehicle
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guidance. There are many different considerations when determining what type of encoders
to use in a specific application. Choosing a right optical encoder for a particular application
is not a difficult process but its always good to ensure all the different application criteria are
considered before selecting a specific encoder [34].
2.4.2 Sensorless Approach
The problems associated with the cost and reliability of sensors used to detect the rotor po-
sition have motivated research in the area of sensorless position detection for BLDC motor
drives. In the last decade, many sensorless drive solution has been offered to eliminate the
costly and fragile position sensors for BLDC motor. These solutions mainly depend on the
back-EMF detection of the motor [13] - [35]. Many research efforts have been done for this
area but none works well at all speeds without reliability, accuracy and complexity problems,
especially at very low speed ranges. Therefore, mostly a separate starting algorithm is needed
to start the BLDC drive and once a particular speed is achieved where back EMF is easily
detected then the controller start working on the basis of back EMF detection. Also the po-
sition error from a phase shift in transient state deteriorates the performance of the BLDC
motor drive [13] - [36]. Below are the main sensorless approaches for controlling the BLDC
motors.
2.4.2.1 Back-EMF Sensing Techniques
The most common approaches to sensorless control, such as that used by Lu[37], are based
on measurements of the electromotive force (back-EMF) that is induced by the rotor motion.
When a brushless DC motor starts rotating, back-EMF is generated by each winding which
opposes the supplied voltage to the windings in accordance with Lenz’s law. The shape of
this back-EMF in Brushless DC motor is trapezoidal [38]. The back-EMF generated in a
motor is directly proportional to its speed, therefore the back-EMF at low speed or stand still
position is negligible. Monitoring this back-EMF from the terminal voltages in the salient
phase of motor, the zero crossing of the back-EMF can be detected. The zero crossing points
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in current waveforms are shown in Figure 2.15. Since back-EMF is zero at stand still and
low speed ranges, the measured terminal voltage cannot detect the zero crossing. The back-
EMF zero crossing position estimation is more suited to two-phase conduction motors. The
zero crossing can be found by feeding the voltage of the un-powered winding with respect
to the virtual ground and half the DC bus voltage to comparator. At this state the compara-
tor output changes showing that the zero crossing has occurred and the next sequence can
be started [39]- [40]. Back-EMF zero crossing detection with winding flow is explained in
Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Back-EMF zero crossing detection circuit model with PWM On-time [39]
For typical BLDC motor, the back-EMF and the phase current should be aligned to generate
a constant torque. To generate the maximum torque, the inverter should be commutated every
60 degree by detecting the zero crossing of the back-EMF and the floating coil of the motor
so that the current is in phase with the back-EMf of the motor [42] - [43].
Back-EMF zero crossing detection does overcome lot of problems which are associated
with conventional sensor base approach for position estimation as it does not need any phys-
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Figure 2.15: Zero crossing points of the back-EMF [41]
ical sensors to be mounted in or on the surface of the motor. There are also some drawbacks
of using this sensorless approach for the position estimation as mentioned below:
1. The back-EMF is directly proportional to the speed of the motor. This means that there
is no back-EMF when the rotor is at stationary state and also very low at low speed.
Therefore, the back-EMF sensing approach is not applicable at all speed ranges and
need a separate mechanism to control the BLDC motor at stand still and low speed
ranges.
2. The back-EMF sensing method requires one phase to be non-current carrying in or-
der to detect the back-EMF which means that only two phases are available for the
conduction which results in the trapezoidal back-EMF which reduces the efficiency
performance of the motors.
3. The estimated commutation points have some position error during the transient period
when the speed of the motor is accelerated or decelerated rapidly.
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4. By using the back-EMF sensing approach, the rotor position of the BLDC motor can
be detected typically from 20% of the rated speed [13].
2.4.2.2 Inductance Variation
One of the method of sensorless control that is at least theoretically possible, involves the
inference of rotor position from the variation in inductance caused by rotor position. This
effect has been exploited by Jang et al [44] to develop pulse-based start-up algorithms, in
which the variable response times to current changes at different rotor positions are used to
detect rotor position. In this approach the variation of inductance on the relative position of
rotor and stator is utilized. Cassat et al.[45] detected the position of rotor at stand still by
comparing the rise time of the currents due to the inductance variation after a current pulse
was injected into all six segments of any electrical cycle. As compared to the conventional
back-EMF, the method presented by Jang et al. [44] based on inductance calculation can
drive the brushless DC motor to a normal speed smoothly without showing any time delay or
vibration in startup.
2.4.2.3 Extended Kalman Filter
The Extended Kalman filter (EKF) algorithm is an optimal recursive estimation process for
non-linear systems if the measurement and the state transition model are both linear as in
that case it will be identical to a regular kalman filter. This approach is based on the exten-
sion of R.E. Kalman’s recursive solution to discrete-data linear filtering problems which was
published in 1960. In this extension the basic Kalman filter is applied to a non-linear state
space systems. Using EKF approach we can get the accurate estimate of the future state of
the variables despite errors or noise in the variables measured [46]. A common EKF used
for estimating the rotor position of a BLDC motor is presented by Terzic and Jadric [47].
EKF system is computationally intensive and requires an efficient formulation which covers
all aspects of implementation such as processing time and storage memory, etc. instead of
straight forward implementation [48].
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The extended Kalman filter approach can be used to determine the position and speed
of the motor. In this method the motor state variables are estimated in both transient and
steady states [49]. The block diagram for the EKF system used for the speed and position
estimation for rotor in BLDC motor is shown in Figure 2.16 [47]. In this system the measured
speed (ωk), phase currents (ik) and the estimated rotor position (ϑk/k) are used as a feedback
signals.The rest of the parameters are calculated and measured to find out the estimation of
next state of the rotor position and speed.
Figure 2.16: Block diagram for EKF system for rotor and speed estimation of a BLDC motor
[47]
Though EKF system gives an accurate estimation of the rotor position and speed in BLDC
motors but this approach is very complicated and computationally very intense. Also some
specific problems need to be solved related to voltages and current waveforms for BLDC
motor before applying the EKF approach [47]. EKF approach at very low speed is also not
accurate and the rotor position estimation error becomes too large and the sensorless approach
using EKF is no longer applicable to control the BLDC motor [47].
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2.4.2.4 Sliding Mode Observer
Sliding mode observer (SMO) is a special kind of a non-linear control of the motor which
is different from the conventional control methods. The approaches discussed above for sen-
sorless control are motor observers. In this approach a sliding motion is generated on the
error between the output of the observer and the actual measured system output [50]. This
sliding movement to move a system along a certain path to do small, high frequency upper
and lower movement under certain conditions makes this method a variable structure control.
There are different approaches being adopted to design a sliding mode observer. One of the
approaches is based on the equivalent control technique in which the system equations are
converted to two suitable sub-systems. An appropriate sliding plane is then selected and a
full state observer for the reduced order is designed. The other approach is designing a full
state observer instead of reduced order and then sliding mode techniques are applied to stabi-
lize the resulting error system [51].
Using sliding mode observer method for controlling BLDC motor drives gives a good
overall performance as it gives much accurate rotor position. Also by using the estimated
values as a feedback in closed-loop control, the real speed response of motor drives can be
enhanced. Many researches are undergoing on different methods for designing SMO for
better performance. This goes to show the broad nature of SMO theory and the requirement
of a significant design for the successful implementation of any observer [52].
2.5 Switched Reluctance Motor Control Review
In the last two decades Switched Reluctance Motors has been investigated in details and
these motors have become a strong contender for many applications in industrial, aerospace,
automotive, robotics and domestic applications because of their simple construction and low
cost. SRM provides many attractive performance features for the applications which are
based on position detection [53] -[54].
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2.5.1 Principle of Operation of SRM
SRM like BLDC machine is an energy converter which takes the energy from the magnetic
fields created by the phase windings and exchange this energy between the electrical and me-
chanical subsystems. In a magnetic circuit, analogous to resistance there exists a magnetic
reluctance which depends on the magnetic permeability of the material which is used for
magnetic structure. In SRM the reluctance in the air gap between the rotor and stator poles
is very large as compared to the reluctance of the steel lamination used. Therefore, the reluc-
tance of the SRM is mostly considered to be because of the air gap. SRM is a doubly salient
machine and when it start rotating the distance between the rotor and stator poles changes
resulting in the change in the reluctance. There are two main positions which are of great
interests in SRM known as ”aligned position and unaligned position”. In Aligned position
the rotor pole is exactly aligned with the stator pole of the phase and hence the reluctance is
minimum at this position. When the rotor pole and the stator pole is exactly unaligned the
reluctance is maximum and this is known as unaligned position of SRM. These two positions
for SRM are shown in Figure 2.17.
Figure 2.17: Aligned and Unaligned positions in SRM
In the Aligned position the rotor and stator are aligned and hence the reluctance is at min-
imum, there is no torque produced in the machine. This position is also known as the stable
equilibrium position of the machine. Similarly, there is no torque produced in an unaligned
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position as the reluctance is at its maximum and this position is also its equilibrium position
but an unstable one. However, as soon as the rotor moves to any side of the equilibrium po-
sition, a torque is generated and this torque displaces the rotor further and attracts it to the
next equilibrium position. As the rotor poles are identical throughout, the torque generated
in SRM is periodic. The period of this torque is called the rotor pole-pitch (τ) and given by
Equation 2.4, where Nr is the number of rotor poles.
τ =
2pi
Nr
(2.4)
If the phases of the SRM is energized successfully in a proper sequence, a continuous torque
is produced. For this successful commutation, the rotor position of the motor is required
similar to BLDC motors. As the inductance of the stator coil varies with the rotation of
the rotor from its minimum to maximum value, the SRM commutation needs rotor position
continuously. Therefore, the performance of the SRM also depends on the accuracy of the
position detection method used. As we have discussed different methods to detect the rotor
position for the BLDC motors, they can also be used for SRM as well. Some researches
has been done on the different rotor position detection methods for SRM including optical
encoders [55], impedance measurement approach [56] and rotor position estimation from
stator voltage and currents [57].
2.5.2 Sensorless Control of SRM
Similar to BLDC motors, position estimation is really important for better control of the
switched reluctance motors, therefor these motors need special approach to detect the po-
sitions accurately. Using position sensors, however increase the size of the system, lower
the reliability of the system and also impose some limitations for applications. Therefore,
position estimation without using any sensor is the mainstream in SRM as well.
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2.5.2.1 Sensorless control of SRM using Phase Inductance
In switched reluctance motors the inductance of the stator phase and the slope of inductance
for the same phase, changes periodically with the position of the rotor and also the instanta-
neous current of the phase due to the magnetic saturation. The self inductance characteristic
curves for SRM is shown in Figure 2.18. There have been many research efforts in the recent
years on sensorless control of SRM on basis of the flux linkage and phase inductance [58].
Cai [58] presented a sensorless approach based on phase inductance of the SRM to control
the motor. The phase inductance and flux linkage is related with each other according to
Equation 2.5.
Figure 2.18: Per phase self inductance curve for SRM
L(i, θ) =
ψ(θ, i)
i
(2.5)
Where L is the phase inductance, θ is the position of the rotor. The Equation 2.5 simply
shows that the phase inductance can be easily calculated if we have the values of phase cur-
rent and voltages but this is not the case when the motor phase is turned off as the current
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goes to zero in that situation and ultimately the inductance at that state can not be calculated.
The approach taken by Cai is limited and less accurate as just using the inductance values
of aligned and unaligned positions and set the value of the phase inductance to zero when
current is decaying to zero in off state. By doing so the method is simplified but it leads to the
problems and error in estimation of the rotor position. Also his approach is suitable for high
speed operation as at low speed the error in position estimation is a problem and he proposed
to use pulse injection methods to start and run the motor at low speed.
2.6 Summary
This chapter discussed the basic concepts of BLDC motors, starting with the design of the
motor. The basic principle of operation was briefly discussed and basic laws were briefly pre-
sented. The third section covered the summary of the BLDC motor control and the commonly
available approaches for controlling the BLDC motor were explained. As the rotor position
identification is very important for the control strategies of the motor, both sensored and
sensorless techniques which are available these days to find the rotor position in BLDC were
discussed. In the last section of the chapter, the switch reluctance motors were introduced and
discussed the principle of operation for SRM and then we looked into the sensorless control
approach based on the phase inductance for SRM. The sensorless approach using inductance
variance to control SR motors was of our interest to get some information of implementing
the approach of inductance variation for BLDC motors.
Chapter 3
Modeling of BLDC motor
3.1 Introduction
As it is obvious that motors are used to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. The
brushless permanent magnet motor relies on the conversion of electrical energy to magnetic
energy which is then converted into the mechanical energy. In this chapter the BLDC motor
will be explained in individual parts i.e. Electrical part and magnetic part. In first section
of the chapter we will discuss the magnetic model and flux linkage of the BLDC motors.
In the second section of the chapter, we will look into the electrical model of the BLDC,
also the per phase electrical circuit of the BLDC motors. In the third section of the chapter
a brief mathematical model will be discussed and with the help of electrical, magnetic and
mathematical models discussed, we will look into the torque and back emf generation for
BLDC motors in the fourth section of the chapter. At the end of the chapter a general electro-
mechanical model for motor will be discussed briefly.
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3.2 Magnetic model
3.2.1 Basic concepts
There are two main sources of magnetic fields in BLDC motors, one being the permanent
magnets and the other being a current flowing in windings. The magnetic field generated
because of the current in stator windings is given by the Ampere’s law as explained in section
2.2. The magnetic field of the permanent magnets is generally described by Equation 3.1,
where B is the flux density of the magnetic field flowing through a given area of the material,
µ is the permeability of the material used and the field intensity H is the resulting change in
the intensity of the magnetic field due to the interaction of flux density (B) with the material.
B = µH (3.1)
Magnetic circuit analysis is generally based on the assumptions of the linearity of the
material and the collinearity of flux density (B) and field intensity (H). The two fundamental
equations which leads to the magnetic circuit analysis are given below. Equation 3.2 relates
the flux density to flux, where φ is flux, A is the cross sectional area and B is the flux density.
Equation 3.3 relates field intensity to electromotive force, where F shows the electromotive
force and H is the field intensity.
φ = BA (3.2)
F = Hl (3.3)
Combining above two equation gives a relation which is analogous to Ohm’s law for
electric circuits and is explained in Eqation 3.4 where µ is the permeability of the material.
F =
φl
µA
(3.4)
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3.2.2 Magnetic Materials
The magnetic properties of the material is generally referred in term of the permeability of
the material and commonly expressed with respect to the permeability of the free space as
shown in Equation 3.5, where µo is the air permeability and has the value of 4pi.10−7 (H/m).
µr =
µ
µo
(3.5)
Commonly the materials having the permeability close to one are called non-magnetic
materials while the materials with very high permeability are known as magnetic materials.
The most common material used in the construction of the motors is steel which has a non lin-
ear permeability and that means the flux density through the material is not unique for a given
field intensity. Recently different types of permanent magnet materials are available including
alnico, ferrite, samarium-cobalt and neodymium-iron-boron. The ferrite type magnetic ma-
terials are inexpensive and are preferred in motor constructions. On the other hand the rare
earth type materials e.g. samarium-cobalt offer the highest performance but they are highly
expensive materials. Each of these magnetic materials have different properties and leads
to different constraints and performance levels in BLDC motors. Usually the magnets are
compared by the maximum energy product BHmax which is defined as the product of the flux
density and the field intensity along the magnet demagnetization curve. Though, operating
at maximum energy product is most efficient in terms of magnet volumetric energy density,
magnets in BLDC are almost never operated at BHmax because of the possible irreversible
demagnetization with increasing temperature in motors [7].
3.2.3 BLDC Magnetic Model with Equivalent Electrical Circuit
Flux in permanent magnetic motors generally travels through the rotor, across the air gap,
through the stator, then again across the opposite air gap and finally back to the point where
it started. Therefore, the flux passes through different media such as steel, permanent magnet
materials, non magnetic materials (copper and insulation) and the air. For the simplification,
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all of the media other then steel in the route of flux are considered to have the permeability
of free space(µo). The steel in the motor construction used has a very high permeability and
this is the only permeability which is taken under consideration for analysis of motor, which
simplifies the analysis as reluctance of the steel is negligible as compared to air gap. The
MMF generated by the stator winding drives magnetizing flux through the air gap and the
steel. Since for basic analysis the reluctance of the steel is taken as negligible, therefore, the
MMF developed across the steel is ignored and also the field strength is ignored [59].
The general cross section view of inner rotor is shown in Figure 3.1. The motor shown
in the figure has four magnet poles, 2 pole-pairs. This motor has a factor of two in between
electrical and mechanical angle. For simplification purposes the stator is shown without slots
and windings. The flux leaving the north pole of the magnet travels through the air gap and
enters into the stator where it divides into two parts. The flux flow is shown in the figure
with arrows. In addition to the main flux flow as mentioned, some of the flux jumps directly
from one magnet to the other without going through the air gap and stator as illustrated in the
figure. This flux is known as the magnet leakage flux. The flux pattern shown in Figure 3.1
is same for every half pole pair and it is enough to just look into the one pair to understand
and develop the magnetic model of BLDC motors. In this figure the two half magnets are
modeled as flux source φr and their magnet reluctance as Rm. With the help of this magnetic
structure, the magnetic circuit can be schematically modeled as shown in Figure 3.2 [7].
Where Rs. Rr amd Rg shows the reluctance of the stator, rotor and the air gap respectively.
The φ, φg and φl shows the magnet flux because of the permanent magnet, air gap flux and
leakage flux respectivley.
This circuit can be more simplified as shown in Figure 3.3 [60], where both magnets and
air gaps are combined. As we discussed above that all the reluctances other then steel are
ignored in the basic analysis of the motor, therefore only showing the reluctance of the steel
in simplified circuit as below. The flux (φt) linking the turns of the coil is the combination of
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Figure 3.1: Cross sectional view of inner roto motor
two flux sources i.e. the coil (φc) and the permanent magnet (φm). The total flux is given by
Equation 3.6.
φt = φc + φm (3.6)
Using the Equation 3.6 we can further divide this circuit in two parts by replacing total
flux with coil flux in one part and magnetic flux in other. This circuit model is very basic and
it is enough to understand the magnetic behavior of BLDC motors.
3.3 Electrical Model
Once we have discussed and modeled the magnetic circuit of BLDC motor, we can look into
the electrical model. It is good to design an electric model of the motor with as less me-
chanical dependencies as possible. Instead of discussing all the three phases of the motor, we
can look into the one winding for simplification and that can be enhanced for other windings
as well. Before developing electrical circuit model for BLDC we need to explain the flux
linkage first.
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Figure 3.2: magnetic circuit of simple BLDC motor [60]
Figure 3.3: Simplified magnetic circuit of simple BLDC motor
3.3.1 Flux Linkage
The flux linkage in motors describes the total flux linked to the winding of the motor. The
expression of the flux linkage depends on the current of the winding itself and all the variables
that shows the external sources of flux. For example the flux linkage of a simple inductor only
depends on the flux generated by the current which is passing through itself. For a BLDC
motor the flux linkage expression of a winding of motor will consists of the part showing the
flux linkage generated by the magnets of the rotor, a part for the flux which is being generated
by the winding itself and a part for each additional windings which are present in the motor.
Mathematically, the flux linkage for one winding of a BLDC motor is given in Equation 3.7.
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Where λs shows the flux linkage of the stator winding.
λs = N.φt =
N2i
R + Rm
+ N.φm (3.7)
In this equation we can introduce the term for inductance in place of the term shown in
the fraction as the inductance can be expressed as the function of the total reluctance as MMF
source of the coil sees it in the given circuit. Therefore, Equation 3.8 gives the inductance as:
L =
N2i
R + Rm
(3.8)
Using the above equation in the flux linkage equation defined by Equation 3.7, we get the
flux linkage expression in term of inductance as given in Equation 3.9. Where the first term
shows the flux linkage of winding itself and the second term shows the flux linkage generated
because of the rotor.
λs = L.i + N.φm (3.9)
Though we have defined the inductance as a constant for this simplified case but in real
machines like the one for our experiments the inductance of the motor can be a function of
the rotor position. Therefore, we can represent the inductance of the motor in term of the
rotor position as given in Equation 3.10.
λs = L(θr).i + N.φm (3.10)
3.3.2 Per Phase Electrical Model
To develop a simplified circuit model for the BLDC motor phase, we can ignore the depen-
dencies of the inductance and flux linkage on the rotor. If we ignore all the dependencies in
the second part of the flux linkage expression, and replace it with a new variable ψr, we get
the simplified expression of the flux linkage as given by Equation 3.11.
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λs = L.i + ψr (3.11)
Now, to complete the development of simplified circuit model for the BLDC motor, Fara-
day’s law can be applied to Equation 3.11 to get the induced voltage of the coil as given
below:
ε =
dλ
dt
(3.12)
ε = L
di
dt
+
dψr
dt
(3.13)
The above Equation 3.13 shows that the voltage induced in the case of the BLDC motor wind-
ing is depending on two terms, first is the inductor and the second one shows the flux of the
motor. This expression can be modeled in terms of electric circuit as in Figure 3.4 showing
the voltage induced in the winding of the motor.
Figure 3.4: Simplified Electrical Model of BLDC motor
The figure above shows the simplified circuit model of a BLDC motor with neglecting
the effects of the additional windings which exists in case of real motors. This model is good
enough to understand the basic structure of the BLDC model and the flux generated in it.
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3.4 Mathematical Model
Figure 3.4 shows a simple electrical model of a phase of the BLDC motor. If we solve the
circuit for Voltage (V) and Torque (T), we get the following equations. Where J, TL and k f
shows the rotor inertia, mechanical load and friction constant respectively.
V = Ri + L
di
dt
+ ε (3.14)
T = k fωr + J
dωr
dt
+ TL (3.15)
Rearranging the equations 3.14 and 3.15 to create a state space representation gives:
di
dt
= −R
L
i − ke
L
ωr +
1
L
V (3.16)
dωr
dt
=
kt
J
i − k f
J
ωr − 1JTL (3.17)
Using the Equations 3.14 and 3.15, the state space representation can be given as: [61]

i˙
ω˙r
θ˙r
 =

−RL − keL 0
kt
J − k fJ 0
0 1 0
 ∗

i
ωr
θr
 +

1
L 0
0 − 1J
0 0
 ∗
V
TL
 (3.18)
and

i
ωr
θr
Te
 =

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
kt 0 0
 ∗

i
ωr
θr
 (3.19)
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3.5 Torque in BLDC
As the torque and back-EMF generated by a phase winding in a motor is a function of the
rotor position and are not likely to exactly work according to the mechanism of the basic
laws discussed, but these are good to get the understanding of how torque and back-EMF
are generated in motors. As discussed previously that each winding of motor phase consists
of a resistive part (R), Inductive part (L) and back-EMF as shown in Figure 3.4. When the
current flows in the phase winding as mentioned in the figure, the resistance creates Ohmic
losses or heat losses, the inductor creates the magnetic field and stores the energy in it and
the back-EMF part absorbs the power representing the power converted to mechanical power
represented by the torque times the angular velocity. This power is then converted into me-
chanical power and results in the torque (T) produced in the motors. For real motors, as there
are multiple phase windings, so the total torque generated is the sum of the torque generated
by individual windings. Generally torque generated in case of BLDC motors is given by
Equation 3.19, where k is called the torque constant of the motor.
T (t) = k.i(t) (3.20)
The torque generated in case of BLDC and PMSM motors is shown in Figure 3.5. The
trapezoidal torque shows the torque generated for BLDC motor and the sinusoidal torque
shows the torque generated for PMSM. From Equation 3.20 and Figure 3.5, it is obvious that
the torque generated in motors is mainly determined by the shape of the current in phase of
the motor. Ideally, the torque generated by the motor should not depend on the position of the
rotor to get the linear torque varying with magnitude of the current. But in case of real life,
the motors torque varies with the rotor position resulting in the form of torque ripple which
causes the rapid change in the motor load when the torque of the motor changes.
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Figure 3.5: Sinusoidal and Trapezoidal torque
3.5.1 Ideal Torque
As discussed earlier the torque generated in case of BLDC motors is trapezoidal in shape
and this shape is mainly dependent on the shape of the current. Also the torque produced in
ideal case is constant and it is proportional to the amplitude of the current. Generally we can
conclude the torque as a product of the phase current amplitude and the torque constant of
the motor. Figure 3.6 shows the ideal torque generated for three phases along with the shape
of the current of the phases.
3.5.2 Torque Ripple
The ideal torque for BLDC motor as discussed is not actually available in real motors. The
main disadvantage of BLDC motors is that the torque produced in these motors is not close
to ideal. As shown in th Figure 3.6 the current changes and make transition instantly, but in
reality, the transition in the current waveform takes some time. As a result of this delay in
transition time, a ripple is produced in torque of BLDC motor. This is known as the ”Torque
Ripple” or ”Commutation Torque Ripple”. There can be some other practical reasons in real
motors such as magnetic material non-uniformity and the issues in the design of the motor.
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Figure 3.6: Ideal Torque and Current Shape for BLDC motor
This torque ripple reduces the overall efficiency of the motor by generating the noise and
vibration in the system. This torque ripple can be reduced by improving the motor design and
using the more efficient control mechanism to control the BLDC motor.
3.5.3 Torque and Multiple pole pairs in BLDC Motors
As we have discussed previously, there are two magnetic fields available in BLDC motors
i.e. first because of the permanent magnets and the second because of the stator current. In
case of BLDC motors the torque is generated only when the poles of the permanent magnets
and the stator are equal. If the number of poles of magnets (p) is not equal to the number of
the poles created by the current in stator (q), the total torque is equal to zero. The magnetic
fields in terms of magnetic poles and stator poles is given by Equation 3.21 and Equation 3.22
respectively.
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Bs(θ) = Bscos(
p
2
θ) (3.21)
Br(θ) = Brcos(
q
2
(θ − α)) (3.22)
For the case when p=q, the torque is given by Equation 3.23, while the torque is equal to
zero when p,q. See appendix A for details.
T =
pigrlpBsBr
2µo
sin
p
2
α (3.23)
3.6 Back-EMF in BLDC
According to the Faraday’s law of induction, an EMF is produced in a conductor placed in
a magnetic field. Similarly, in case of BLDC motor, as a result of the torque produced in
motor, an EMF is induced known as back-EMF. This is called back-EMF because it opposes
the torque being generated by the motor. This induced EMF in motors is directly proportional
to the magnetic field strength in the motor and its rotor speed. As it is directly proportional to
the speed, when the motor is first started, there is no induced EMF and the maximum current
flows which results in the maximum motor torque. The back-EMF increases with the speed
and the torque produced by the motor is reduced and at the normal operation of the motor,
the torque generated by the motor will be reduced as the back-EMF will be at its maximum.
Mathematically the back-EMF of the BLDC motor is given by Equation 3.24, where k is the
motor constant. For BLDC motors the back-EMF shape is trapezoidal and for PMSM the
back-EMF is in sinusoidal shape as shown in Figure 3.7.
ε(θr) = k(θr)ω(t) (3.24)
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Figure 3.7: Sinusoidal and Trapezoidal Back-EMF of the motor
3.7 General Electro-Mechanical Model
As the main purpose of motors is to convert the electrical energy into mechanical energy. As
discussed before, for BLDC motors the electrical energy is first converted into magnetic en-
ergy which is then forwarded to mechanical loads connected with BLDC motors. The Figure
3.8 shows the electric, magnetic and mechanical portions associated with BLDC motors. In
the figure the inertia of the load is shown as J and the friction is shown as b.
Figure 3.8: Electro-Mechanical model of BLDC motor
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The figure above shows the electro-mechanical model of a single phase of BLDC motor.
For real motors, we can combine three of these models to show the model of the three phase
BLDC motor, which is often called the ”phase-variable model”. The total torque and back-
EMF in case of three phase BLDC motor is the vector sum of the torque and back-EMF of
individual phases and can not be investigated unless all the three phases of the motor are
considered.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter the basic concepts of electrical and magnetic model of BLDC were discussed.
Starting with magnetic model of the motor, we discussed the basic concepts of permeability,
flux, MMF for the magnetic materials and then looked into a simple magnetic model and
its equivalent electric circuit for BLDC motor. Then we developed the flux relationship and
discussed the electric circuit model of one phase winding in motors. With the help of the
simplified electric circuit for the one phase winding, state space model was discussed which
can be used in MATLAB to define BLDC motor. Once the electric and magnetic models
were discussed, we looked into the torque and back-EMF generated and its trapezoidal and
sinusoidal shapes. This whole discussion was done with the help of a simplified model for
one phase winding, then in the last section of the chapter, the general electro-mechanical
model was described and extended to the three phases.
Chapter 4
Measurements and Analysis
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the experimental setup of the BLDC motor in lab to collect the required
voltage and current data. The BLDC motor discussed here is outer rotor motor with 46
magnets (23 pole-pairs). The magnets are placed with equal spacing on the inner side of the
rotor. There are 51 slots on the stator of the motor. The windings and rotor magnets of the
motor used are shown in Figure 4.1. As shown in Figure, the BLDC motor has three phase
wires coming out and also the hall effect sensing cable. For our case we have not used hall
effect sensors to collect the position signals from the motor.
4.2 Inductance measurements
The inductance of the material is its property by which it produces an induced voltage due
to the change of the current flowing through itself. The inductance of a material denoted by
L is measured in SI units as Henry (H), named in honor of Joseph Henry who discovered
it. Typically, the coil of wire in a circuit gives inductance and is known as inductor. The
relationship of the inductance to voltage is given as in Equation 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: BLDC Motor Under testing
V(t) = L
di
dt
(4.1)
4.2.1 Variable Inductance
In general all electrical circuits have inductance, which may result beneficial or could also add
noise to the circuit. As discussed in previous chapter, for real BLDC motors the inductance
is not a constant value and changes with respect to the rotor position. Therefore, the induc-
tance becomes a function of rotor position and can be denoted as L(θr). For a time varying
inductance the above equation changes to Equation 4.2.
V(t) = L
di
dt
+ i
dL
dt
(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Closed look of magnets for motor under testing
4.2.2 Inductance Readings using LCR meter
To measure the variation of our BLDC motor, we used the Agilent 4285A Precision LCR
meter and recorded the values of inductances of all three phases. The LCR meter was set to
75 KHz and 1 volt. The circumference of the motor was measured as 700mm, and we divided
the circumference in 350 equal parts. Therefore, the inductance was measured for each phase
at every 1.0286 degrees and recorded. See appendix B for detailed readings for each phase.
The readings were recorded and plotted in MATLAB which gives us the inductance varia-
tion of a phase in one complete revolution. As mentioned previously, the motor under testing
had 46 magnets (23 pole-pairs). Therefor, the plot of the inductance variation of each phase
gave us 46 peaks in one complete revolution as shown in Figure 4.3. The inductance for phase
A was varying between 782 µH and 942 µH with approximately 18.5 % variation between
peak and minimum values.
All three phases showed the same variation of inductance as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5
. The Figure 4.4 shows the inductance variation of three phases for 0 to 180 degrees and other
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Figure 4.3: Measured Inductance of 1 phase
shows for 0 to 90 degrees.
Figure 4.4: Measured Inductance of all three phases
4.3 Voltage measurement
The lab setup for the voltage measurement is show in Figure 4.6. The 48V/25A power supply
was used to run the motor with the help of ASI Bac350 controller. The voltage signals were
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Figure 4.5: Dotted Points Showing reading of all three phases for 0o − 90o
measured from the phases of the motor, giving the phase to phase voltage.
This phase to phase voltage was fed to a voltage divider to drop the voltage by 6 times as the
voltage was varying between ±48V. This dropped voltage was then read with the National
Instrument data card 6132. The data card has the differential input mode and connected with
front end interface using National Instruments board SCB-68. The data card recommended
input voltage was ±10, that is why we used the voltage divider to drop the voltage 6 times
from 48v to 8V. First, we started with Signal express to get the data from the NI card but the
signal express lite edition does not gave the required number of samples with higher sampling
rate. The MATLAB was then used to collect the data from the motor using NI card.
4.3.1 Measured Voltage
The BAC 350 controller from ASI was used to control the motor. The controller operated as
a variable frequency AC power supply without a filtering capacitor on the out put. Instead
filtering was provided by the inductance of the motor. Thus the motor was operated as a
standard synchronous motor. As the NI card being used had differential input mode, so the
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Figure 4.6: Lab setup to measure the Voltage and Current
two phases were connected to the positive and negative terminal of the card to get the motor
voltage. The phase to phase voltage of the motor is shown in Figure 4.7.
The voltage signal is ranging between ± 8volts, as the voltage supplied was dropped by
six times. As the NI 6132 card has four input channels so we can read two voltages and two
currents simultaneously. We can find the third phase to phase voltage by adding the other
two phase to phase voltages. The Figure 4.8 shows the two phase to phase voltages being
measured using the data card.
This voltage signal is composed of the pulses generated by PWM signal. The two main
components of the PWM signal defines its behavior. The first component is its frequency at
which the pulses are being generated, which in our case is 13 KHz. The second component
is the duty cycle, which shows the duration in which the signal is high (on). Similarly, our
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Figure 4.7: 1 Phase to PhaseVoltage of Motor
Figure 4.8: Two Phase to Phase Voltages of Motor
voltage signals measured are composed of the PWM signals of 13 KHz and the duty cycle of
approximately 18%. The figure 4.9 shows the pulses of PWM in our voltage signal.
4.3.2 Filtered Voltages
The ASI controller (BAC350) used, which supports both sensored and sensorless commuta-
tion for BLDC motors, to run the motor from computer works with a Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) of 13 KHz. The voltage signal measured by data card was then filtered to get a sinu-
soidal waveform for all the three phases of the motor. The second order low pass filter was
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Figure 4.9: Pulses generated by PWM in Voltage signal
used in simulink to filter the voltage signals. The transfer function of the second order low
pass filter is given by Equation 4.3.
H(s) =
ω2n
s2 + 2ωns + ω2n
(4.3)
The Figure 4.10 shows the first half of the filtered voltages using the above mentioned filter
with ωn is 8 KHz for our case, as we wanted to remove the PWM frequency to see the voltage
in motor phases.
4.4 Current measurement
To measure the current in the motor phases, we started with introducing a shunt resistance in
series with one of the motor phase and measured the voltage drop across the shunt to find the
current passing through that phase. We tried this experiment with different shunt resistances,
but the inductive voltage drop across the shunts always dominated the measurements.
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Figure 4.10: Filtered Voltages
4.4.1 Hall-Effect based Current Sensor Readings
Because of the issues discussed above with using shunt resistances for measuring current in
phases, we decided to go with Hall-Effect based current sensors to measure the current of the
motor. These current sensors were introduced in two of the phases as we used two channels
of our data card for voltages. The current sensors from LEM (CASR-6np) were configured
for three primary turns, tripling the resolution of the sensor. The sensors gave the output as
Vout which is then used to find the amplitude of current by Equation 4.4. The current sensors
need 5V input power to operate and the output of the current sensors have a nominal zero
value at 2.5V. This offset was subtracted from the output collected and the current waveforms
found after subtracting the offset are shown in Figure 4.11.
voltage swing (Vs) = primary current (I p) ∗ gain (Gth) (4.4)
For Vswing = 1.542 V, the current Ip is calculated as:
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Figure 4.11: Two Phase Currents
Ip = (Vswing/Gth) ∗ Ipn( f or3 − turns) (4.5)
Ip = (1.542V/625mV/A) ∗ 2A = (2.4672)(2A) = 4.9344Apeak (4.6)
Figure 4.11 shows the current of two phases for half rotation of the motor. The current signal
in Figure 4.11 shows the Vout of the current sensor, which corresponds to the 4.9344 A peak
current as calculated above.
4.4.2 Filtered Current
The current measured using hall effect based current sensors were noisy. The current signals
were filtered using FFT approach and filtering out the bin of the noise frequency to reduce
the noise in the required data. The signals were transformed to the frequency domain us-
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ing MATLAB and we found that the most of the noise in the decay waveform of current
signal after each PWM on pulse was approximately at 430 KHz. After removing the noise
in frequency domain the current signals were again transformed back to time domain for our
further analysis. The Fig 4.12 shows the current decay with noise and after reducing the noise
in frequency domain.
Figure 4.12: Noise in Current and its Filtered wave
4.5 Inductance from Voltage and Current Signals
To calculate different parameters in three phase circuits, we have two basic configurations
to deal with. The first one is Wye configuration and the second is Delta configuration. For
balance circuits we can transform easily from one configuration to the other. The acquired
data was divided in two sets i.e. one where the external voltage was present and the second
with no external voltage present. Figure 4.13 shows the data set where the external voltage
was present. The solid lines shows the voltage AB and dotted lines shows the voltage BC for
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first five indices. Similarly Figure 4.14 shows the dataset with no external voltage present.
The solid lines shows the voltage AB and dotted lines shows the voltage BC for the same
indices.
Figure 4.13: Raw Voltage data with External Voltage Present
Figure 4.14: Raw Voltage data with no External Voltage
4.5.1 Wye-Configuration
Once we filtered our data, we started to work out the inductance and resistance information
from the voltage and current signals. As the data measured is the phase voltages and line
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currents. Taking Wye configuration to start with and assuming that the neutral point in Wye
configuration as zero (0). The Wye model for our setup is shown in Figure 4.15. The data
was divided in two different sets, one including the data of the indices where the voltage
was present and the second having the data when there was no voltage present. The general
Ohmic relation for one phase of the motor is given by Equation 4.7.
Figure 4.15: Wye model for our setup
V = IR + L
dI
dt
(4.7)
For the case where we consider the neutral voltage is equal to zero, during the portion of the
PWM cycle where the external voltage is zero, the above equation becomes equal to zero
resulting in a ratio of inductance to resistance as give by Equation 4.9.
IR + L
dI
dt
= 0 (4.8)
L
R
= − I
dI/dt
(4.9)
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Least squares degree one polynomial fit was applied to the acquired current data in order to
get the mean values and the slopes of the current to find the L/R relation. Assuming resistance
(R) as a constant and the ratio of inductance and resistance will give us the waveform of the
inductance. Using Polynomial fitting, the mean current values and slope of the current for
dataset where no external voltage is present is shown in Figure 4.16. The plot is scaled to
show both mean values of current and slopes in one figure.
Figure 4.16: Current Mean Values and Slopes with no Voltage
The ratio of the inductance and resistance calculated using this approach shows the plot of a
tan function. The Figure 4.17 shows the plot of the ratio of inductance and resistance when
there is no voltage present.
4.5.1.1 Conclusion
The Figure 4.17 shows the ratio of the inductance and resistance resembles the function of
tangent. Working on this result we can look into the atan function for slop and mean values to
get the ratio of inductance and resistance, which can give us the position of the motor but at
this point we can not infer the position of rotor from L/R ratio as we need more experiments
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Figure 4.17: Ratio of Inductance and Resistance when no Voltage present
for the motor with varying speed to verify this.
4.5.1.2 Wye Configuration With with back-EMF
In the previous section we considered the indices with no voltage present and no back-EMF,
which simplified the equation and resulted in ratio of inductance and resistance as given by
Equation 4.13. If we include the back-EMF into account as well, then the voltage relation
for indices with no input voltage present is given by Equation 4.10. Similarly if we look the
voltage relation of one phase of motor with back-EMF and input voltage present, it is given
by Equation 4.11. In these equations,  shows the back-emf generated in motor phase. We
cannot use this one equation to find the ratio of inductance to resistance as we have three
unknowns present in this equation.
0 = I.R + L
di
dt
−  (4.10)
V = I.R + L
di
dt
−  (4.11)
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4.5.2 Delta Configuration
4.5.2.1 Frequency Domain Analysis
For further analysis on calculation of inductance from the voltage and current signals, the
data measured was transformed into frequency domain. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
is an approach to transform the data from time domain to frequency domain and vice versa.
The whole data was divided in windows having twelve PWM pulses and then Fast Fourier
Transform was applied on all the windows of data. The FFT transform works by decompos-
ing the data sequence into different frequencies. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 shows the current of
two phases in time domain with its transform in the frequency domain.
Figure 4.18: FFT of window for Current of Phase A
The frequency domain shows that there are three major harmonics available in current
data. These harmonics are occuring at multiples of 13 KHz, which is our PWM switching
frequency. Similary the voltage signal was divided into same window length and transformed
to frequency domain. The Figures 4.20 and 4.21 shows the voltage of the window selected
and its transformed signal in frequency domain.
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Figure 4.19: FFT of window for Current of Phase B
Figure 4.20: FFT of a window for Phase AB Voltage
4.5.2.2 Delta Model For Inductance Information
Once the data was transformed to frequency domain, the voltage and current analysis were
applied using the Detlta configuration of the motor. The amplitude and the angles of the first
five harmonics were picked from frequency domain. These five harmonics were then used
in three phase delta model. Figure 4.22 shows the delta model for only resistive case. The
voltage equations for delta configuration are given by Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13.
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Figure 4.21: FFT of a window for Phase BC Voltage
Figure 4.22: Delta Configuration for Pure Resistive case
VAB = (RA + jωLA).IA − (RB + jωLB).IB (4.12)
VBC = (RB + jωLB).IB − (RC + jωLC).IC (4.13)
Replacing ω with the values of frequencies for first five harmonics in Equation 4.12 and 4.13
gave us ten equations in total with six unknows. These were solved in a least squares sense
for all six unknowns.
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Figure 4.23: Inductance Variation for Phase A
Figure 4.24: Inductance Variation for Phase B
Using all the equations generated by first five harmonics and solving it gave result in induc-
tances and resistances for all the three phases. This approach was applied for all the FFT
windows which were generated by dividing the whole data set. Therefore, the three induc-
tances (LA, LB and LC) and three resistances (RA, RB and RC) were calculated for each window.
Figures 4.23, 4.24 and 4.25 shows the inductance of phase A, Phase B and Phase C. Similarly
the resistances calculated are shown in Figure 4.26 , 4.27 and 4.28.
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Figure 4.25: Inductance Variation for Phase C
Figure 4.26: Resistance Variation for Phase A
4.5.2.3 Conclusion
The delta configuration model for motor was used to generate the inductance and resistance
for each phase using the data obtained from frequency domain. The figures for inductances
for each phase shows much noisy signals. Similarly for the resistances calculated, the Figures
4.26, 4.27 and 4.28 shows the noise in resistances for each phase as well. From these results
we can not infer the position of the motor because of so much noise in them and also these
plots for inductance does not show any traces of inductance variation at different frequencies.
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Figure 4.27: Resistance Variation for Phase B
Figure 4.28: Resistance Variation for Phase C
The simple model of the motor as an inductance in series with a resistor is almost certainly
wrong. Standard simple models of motor usually incorporate a model composed of a resistor
(representing copper or conductive losses) in series with a parallel combination of inductor
and resistor (representing eddy and hysteresis losses.) Proper modeling of the true frequency
dependent nature of the load should be performed and these calculations should be repeated.
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4.6 Electrical Time constant Analysis
At this point, after looking at both Delta and Wye models, we can not yet infer the position
of the rotor from voltage and current signals. To verify whether the electrical signals do
contains the information about the motor position, we decided to do the step response test for
the motor at both the measured minimum and maximum inductance points. This response
of the current can be characterized by the electrical time constant (τ). Physically, the time
constant is the amount of time taken to reach the 63.2 % of the final steady state value from
its starting point.
For RC circuits τ = RC (Ohms X Farads) (4.14)
For RL circuits τ = L/R (Henry/Ohms) (4.15)
The physcial value of time constant taken as 63.2 % comes from the Euler’s constant.
Mathematically, the value of 63.2% for first time constant is given in Equation 4.17. After
five time constants the value reaches to 99.5 % from its initial value which is considered as
the final steady state value.
(
1 − 1
e
)
.100 % = 63.212% (4.16)
4.6.1 BLDC motor Analysis
For BLDC motors, the resistance of the phases are constant and hence the change in electrical
time constant will be due to the change in inductance only. We made a frame for the motor
front side so that the motor does not rotate when the voltage is applied to the motor. The setup
to freeze the motor was for two different positions, first where the inductance of the phases is
at maximum and second, where the inductance of the phases is at minimum. The lab setup is
shown in Figure 4.29.
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Figure 4.29: Lab Setup for Step Input Response
4.6.1.1 At Maximum Inductance
The motor was froze at a point where the inductance of phase A-B was at its maximum. The
voltage was applied to motor for short interval of one second and the data was collected in
MATLAB for currents and voltages of the phases.
4.6.1.2 At Minimum Inductance
Similarly, after collecting the data for the position where the motor inductance was at max-
imum, the motor was froze at the point where the inductance of phase A-B was minimum.
Again same voltage was applied for one second and the data was collected.
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4.6.1.3 Comparison of Voltages and Currents at two positions
To compare the data acquired from both tests, it is really important to verify that the input
voltage provided for both tests is same. Figure 4.30 shows the input voltage for both tests.
The dotted lines shows the two phase to phase input voltages AB and BC when the motor was
froze at the point where inductance is minimum. Similarly, the solid red and magenta lines
shows the two phase to phase voltages AB and BC when the motor was froze at point where
the inductance was maximum.
Figure 4.30: 2 Phase to Phase Voltages for Both Tests
Similarly, Figures 4.31 and 4.32 shows the two current responses for both tests. The dot-
ted lines shows the response of two phase currents where the inductance was minimum and
the solid lines shows the response of same phase currents where the inductance was minimum.
The acquired data for currents were noisy and we took the average of eight periods to
reduce the noise. As given in Equation 4.17, the time constant depends on the value of resis-
tance and inductance for RL circuits. Comparing the two datasets, we can see that the change
in the current for all the phases are different for two positions as shown in Figures 4.33, 4.34
and 4.35. The difference in the rise in current for two positions with constant resistance and
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Figure 4.31: Current A Response for Both Tests
Figure 4.32: Current B Responses for Both Tests
same input voltage shows that the step response is different for currents at two different posi-
tions.
By looking the Figures 4.33, 4.34 and 4.35, we can conclude that the current behavior
is different for two different positions i.e. the position with maximum inductance and the
position with minimum inductance. With the help of these result we can conclude that the
currents and voltages data collected for two different positions shows that the Inductance is
different at these positions and ultimately we should be able to find the inductance of the
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of Phase A Current
motor with the help of internal voltage and current signals.
4.7 Summary
This chapter covered the experiments performed to measure the required parameters for the
BLDC motor used in lab. Starting with the variable inductance measurements which were
taken by the 4285A LCR meter with no load and no power. These inductance values were
taken by manually moving the motor by hands with much care. The voltage and current
signals from the motor were collected using National Instrument data card 6132, when motor
was running with Bac 350 controller. The data card (NI 6132) just have the differential input
mode so the phase voltages were collected by connecting the data cards positive and negative
wires with two phases of the motor. Hall effect based current sensor (CASR-6np) from LEM
was connected in series with two phases to get the current measurement. Once we collected
the required data, analysis was done both in time domain and frequency domain, on the data
using MATLAB to see the current and inductance variation in complete revolution of the
motor. In the last section of the chapter we discussed the step response of the motor at two
different positions to verify whether or not the change in inductance comes up in the voltage
and current signals of the motor.
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Figure 4.34: Comparison of Phase B Current
Figure 4.35: Comparison of Phase C Current
Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1 Summary
In this thesis, a sensorless control approach for BLDC motor was investigated. The main
purpose of the thesis was to look for an approach to control the BLDC motor for full range of
speed. The proposed approach base on the identification of the rotor position in BLDC motors
using the voltage and currents signals present in the motor and finding out the inductance of
each of the phase to relate that with position of the rotor. The thesis was divided in two main
parts. First part was covering the literature review and simple BLDC motor model. This first
part discussed both sensored and sensorless approaches recently being used in industry. The
second part covered experimental analysis for the sensorless approach proposed to control
the BLDC motor.
At this point, it is still not possible to infer the rotor position from the voltage and current
measurements. The voltage and current signals measured were used to find the inductance
of the phases of motors considering both delta and wye configuration. Starting with wye
configuration, we assumed that the neutral point in Wye setup is at zero voltage. The current
and voltage data was divided in two sets, one set having all the portions of the data where
the voltage was high(on) and the other set having all the portions where all the voltage were
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low(off). For wye configuration we took the set where the voltage was low(off) and used the
general equation of the phase model with zero voltage. Assuming the resistance to be con-
stant and re-arranging the Equation 4.11 gave us the ratio of the inductance and resistance.
Finding this ratio and analyzing the plots showed that the ratio calculated has a very high
amplitude of noise and also not in fact proportional to the inductance, and thus could not be
used to directly infer the position.
With no good results in Wye configuration, we considered the delta model for inferring
the inductance. In case of delta model, we used the phase voltage and currents measured di-
rectly from the motor and transformed them to frequency domain to work on the harmonics as
well. As explained in Chapter 4, we divided the whole data set in windows covering exactly
twelve pulse width periods. FFT was applied on all of these windows to get the frequency
components of both voltage and current signals. Equation 4.16 was used to develop the delta
model for first five harmonics. Using both real and imaginary parts from the FFT, and solved
them in MATLAB for each phase inductance(IA, IB and IC) and resistance (RA, RB and RC).
The inductance calculated for each phase shows extremely noisy signals.
After working on both delta and Wye analysis the results showed no success for rotor
position identification, and to verify whether the variation in inductance can be inferred from
the voltage and current signals of the motor, the step response of the motor was performed.
For this a front frame for motor was designed to freeze the motor at two different positions
i.e. first where the inductance is maximum and the second where the inductance was at
minimum. This frame as shown in Figure 4.29 gave the freedom of freezing the motor for
different position within almost ten degrees, so that at least one point where the inductance
was maximum and one point where the inductance was minimum should be available to
select. The motor was applied with the same external input voltage for both tests and the
data was collected in MATLAB for analysis. As in case of inductors, with applied input
voltage the current does not raise to its maximum value instantly. This characteristic is often
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expressed in terms of electrical time constant and is equal to the product of resistance in ohms
and inductance in henry. As the resistance is constant for both tests, any difference between
the current response of two tests is only dependent on the change in the inductance. The
comparison between the two tests in Figures 4.33, 4.34 and 4.35 shows that the response of
the current is different for both tests, indicating the inductances for two positions are different.
This means that the voltage and current signals from the motor does have the information
about the variation in inductance and inductance of each phase can be calculated using the
voltage and current signals of the motor but the per phase basic impedance model used is not
valid and both delta and Wye configurations does not show any good results for variation in
inductance. Therefore, a new model should be selected for motor losses and the analysis need
to be performed again with new model for inductance information.
5.2 Problems Faced
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the data card available in lab to collect the measurement has 4
input differential channels. Therefore, it was not possible to get all three phase to phase volt-
ages and line currents simultaneously. So we measured two phase to phase voltages and two
line currents, from which we calculated the third phase to phase voltage and current.
The other main issue was measuring the line currents by introducing the shunt resistance.
We tried different shunt resistances but inductive voltage drop across shunts always domi-
nated the measurements. Therefore we decided to use the hall effect based current sensors to
measure the line current.
5.3 Future Work
Some of the suggestions for the future work related to this thesis are:
• If the inductance was a constant, then from Equation 4.2, we would get L/R= constant
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as given in Equation 5.1. As discussed in section 4.5.1.1 the ratio actually appeared as
a tan function implying that the inductance (L) is clearly not constant. In fact when L
is not constant equation 5.1 should be replaced by Equation 5.2. We believe that we
can show that when I and L are sinusoids, this will produce a ratio that appears of the
form of a tan (theta) where theta represents the electrical angle. Thus the inverse tan of
some scaled and shifted function of this ratio should give us rotor angle.
− I
dI/dt
= L/R = constant (5.1)
L
dI
dt
+ I
dL
dt
+ IR = 0 (5.2)
The inverse tan of the ratio of slop and mean values of current for all the four quadrants
is shown in Figure 5.1. This plot may give us the position of the motor, but for that it
needs to be verified theoretically and experimentally for varying speed of the motor.
Figure 5.1: tan Inverse of Slop and Mean values of Current
• A new per phase electrical model is required for modeling the impedance of the motor
phase instead of modeling it with only a resistor in series with an inductor.
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• Testing the same approach for other available motors in market with different number
of pole pairs to verify the inductance variation.
• New motor design is also one of the alternate solutions for BLDC sensorless operations.
As the BLDC motor design is not standardized till date, a new design is desirable for
BLDC motors to get the maximum efficiency and reduces the overall cost of BLDC
motor system.
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Appendix A
Torque for Multiple Pole-Pairs
Total energy stored in air gap of motor is given as:
W = lr
∫ 2pi
0
B2(θ)
2µ
g(θ)dθ (A.1)
Torque can be found by integrating the energy over the rotor position:
T =
dW
dα
(A.2)
Suppose P is number of poles of magnet and q is number of poles of stator, then rotor and
stator fields are given as:
Bs(θ) = Bscos(
p
2
θ) (A.3)
Br(θ) = Brcos(
q
2
(θ − α) (A.4)
When p=q
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
∫ 2pi
0
2BsBrcos(
p
2
θ) cos(
p
2
(θ − α) + B2s + B2rdθ
]
(A.5)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
∫ 2pi
0
2BsBrcos(
p
2
θ) cos(
p
2
(θ − α)dθ
]
(A.6)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
∫ 2pi
0
2BsBr
[1
2
cos(
pα
2
) +
1
2
cos(pθ − pα
2
]
dθ
]
(A.7)
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T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
BsBr
∫ 2pi
0
cos(
pα
2
) cos(pθ − pα
2
)dθ
]
(A.8)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
BrBs
∫ 2pi
0
[
cos(
pα
2
) + cos(pθ) cos(
pα
2
) − sin(pθ) sin( pα
2
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]
dθ
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(A.9)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
BrBs
∫ 2pi
0
(1 + cos(pθ)) cos(
pα
2
) − sin(pθ) sin( pα
2
)
]
dθ (A.10)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
BrBs ∗ 2pi cos( pα2 )
]
dθ (A.11)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
µ0
BrBs ∗ cos( pα2 )
]
dθ (A.12)
As
− d
dα
cos(
p
2
α) =
p
2
sin(
p
2
α) (A.13)
Total torque in case of equal number of poles is:
T =
piRlgp
2µ0
BrBs sin(
p
2
α) (A.14)
When p , q
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
∫ 2pi
0
2BsBrcos(
p
2
θ) cos(
q
2
(θ − α) + B2s + B2rdθ
]
(A.15)
T = − d
dα
[
Rlg
2µ0
∫ 2pi
0
2BsBr
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2
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1
2
cos
( pθ − qθ + qα
2
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dθ
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(A.16)
T = − d
dα
[
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BsBr
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0
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2
)
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( pθ − qθ + qα
2
)
dθ
]
(A.17)
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Now solving the underline portion only in above equation:
∫ 2pi
0
cos
( pθ − qθ − qα
2
)
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∫ 2pi
0
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cos(
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2
) cos(
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2
) + sin(
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2
) sin(
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2
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dθ (A.18)
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cos(
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) cos(
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......
[
sin(qα2 )
[ ∫ 2pi
0 sin(
pθ
2 ) cos(
qθ
2 ) − sin( qθ2 cos( pθ2 ))
]
dθ
]
Now takling the integral and putting the vales of the integral gives zero as:
sin(npi) = 0 (A.21)
So the underline portion in Equation A.17 becomes zero after solving the integral:
∫ 2pi
0
cos
( pθ − qθ − qα
2
)
= 0 (A.22)
Simlary, it can be shown easily that the second portion of equation A.17 concludes to zero
as well. Hence the total torque of the motor becomes zero when the number of rotor poles (p)
is not equal to number of stator poles (q).
T = 0 (A.23)
Appendix B
Inductance Variation of BLDC motor
Phase A Phase B Phase C
Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R)
938 248.333 786.666 194.666 844.666 214.666
915.666 238.333 839.333 213.333 804.333 198.333
853 214.666 907.666 237.333 800 198.333
800 196.666 927 242.333 836 210
787 193.333 890.333 229 893 232.333
803.333 200.333 823 204 942.666 249.666
853 219 776.333 189 932 246.333
920.333 242.666 770.666 188.333 877 224
936.333 246.333 799 199.666 821.333 203.666
893 229 867.333 223.666 800 197.666
829.666 206 919.333 241 805.666 201.333
791 193.333 917.666 239 849.666 217.333
788.333 194 861.333 218.333 911.333 240
820 206.666 798.333 195.333 949.666 251.666
879.666 228.666 771.333 187.666 915 237.666
934.666 246.333 776.666 191 843.666 215
927 242 824 208.666 811.333 200.333
871 220.333 893 233 800.333 199
807.666 198.666 924.333 242 823.333 207.666
785.666 192.333 899 232.333 878 226.666
792.333 196 836.333 209.333 936.333 247.333
839 214 783.666 191.333 945.666 248.666
907.666 238 769 188.333 893.333 230
940.666 247.666 791.666 197 834 208.333
902.666 235.333 851.666 219 803 198.666
842 209.666 915.666 240.333 803.333 200.333
795.666 194.333 924.333 242.666 840.333 213.666
783.666 191.666 880 224.333 905.333 236.666
806 201 816.666 201.666 949.666 251.333
862 222 775 188.333 932 244.333
925.333 243.666 773.666 190.333 868.333 220.666
934.333 244.666 812.666 204.333 816.666 202.666
885.333 226.333 877.666 228 801 198
821 203.333 926.666 243.666 810.666 203.666
787 192.333 912.666 237 861 220.666
788.666 195 854.333 215.666 926 243.666
824 208.333 798.333 195 949.666 251
888.333 231.666 771.333 188.333 909 235.666
938.666 247 784 194.333 842.666 212
922 240 834.333 212 807.333 199.333
856.333 216.333 904.666 237 800 198.333
800.666 196.666 930 244 825.333 208.333
784.333 192 894.333 230.666 887.333 230
798.666 198.666 827.666 206 940 248
851.666 218.666 781.666 190.666 936.333 246.333
912 239.666 770.666 189.333 881 225.666
941.333 248 799.666 199.666 826.666 205.666
900.666 232.666 864.666 223 800.666 198.333
835 206.333 919.333 241.333 803 200.333
795 194.333 923.666 241.333 843 214.333
786 193.333 870.333 221 910 238
813 204.666 808.333 199 945.666 249.666
874.333 227.333 774.333 189 916.666 239
933.666 246.333 777 191.333 854.666 215.666
932.333 244.666 819.333 206.666 809.333 200.666
876.666 223 886.66 231 797.333 197.666
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Phase A Phase B Phase C
814 200 927.666 244.333 813 203.666
Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R)
788.33 192.66 906 234.66 868 223
791 196.333 843 211.666 930.333 245.666
832.666 211.666 790.666 193.333 941.666 248.666
878.333 233.333 770.666 188.333 897.333 231.333
941.666 248.333 789.333 195.666 831.666 209
919.666 239.666 843.666 215.333 802 198
852 213.666 907.333 237.333 799.666 198.666
802.333 196.333 926.333 242.666 829.666 209.666
786.666 193 884.333 227 890.666 231
803.666 200.333 813.666 201.333 944.333 249.666
856 220.333 777.333 189.666 930 244
921.666 242.333 771 188.666 869.333 221.666
939 247 803.333 201.333 820.666 203
891.666 228.666 870.666 225.333 798.666 197
825.333 204.333 921 241.666 807.666 201.333
790.666 193.333 912 237.666 854 218.333
787.333 193.666 853.333 215.333 920 241.666
819 206 799.333 196 947.666 250.333
878.333 228.333 769 187.666 911.333 237.333
937.333 247 776.666 191.333 842.333 212
925 241 823 208.333 806.333 198.666
869.333 220 894 233 799 198.333
808 199 928 243 821 206.666
784.666 191.666 895.333 231.333 881.333 227.333
796.333 197.333 831.333 208.333 938.33 248.333
840 213.666 783.666 191.66 939.333 247.333
911 239 769 187.666 889.333 228.666
941.666 247.33 790 196.333 830.333 207.333
907.66 233.333 852.666 219 802.666 198.333
839.333 208 914 239.66 804.333 200.666
796 194 923 242 841.333 213.66
783 191.333 868.333 221.666 909 238
805.333 200 812.66 200 948.666 251
866.333 223.666 773.666 188.333 923 241.66
929.333 244.333 773 189.66 862.33 218.666
933.333 243.666 813.666 204.666 816.666 202
881.666 224.333 881.666 228.666 800 198
816 200.333 926.333 239.666 813 203.666
784.666 191 908.333 235.666 873.333 224.666
786.666 193.333 843.666 211.666 930 245
823.666 208 789.333 193 947.333 250
892.333 233 769 188 900.333 232.333
939.333 247.333 786.333 195 841 210.666
916.666 238 847.333 216.333 807.666 200.666
845 211.666 907.666 237.333 799.666 198
794.333 194.333 923.666 243.666 830.333 209.333
782 191 889 229 892.333 232
799.333 198.666 827.666 205.333 944.666 249.666
849.666 218.333 781.666 190 935 245.666
918.333 241 772.666 189.666 878.333 224.666
938.666 246.333 805.666 201.666 821.666 204.666
891.333 228 871.666 225 800.333 197.666
817.666 203.333 921 239 804 199.666
788.666 191.666 917 239 849.66 217
784 192.333 861.666 218.333 918 240.66
816 205 801.333 196.333 949 251
882.666 229.666 773 188.666 907.666 236
933.666 245.666 782.333 193.666 850.666 215
928 242.333 831.333 210.666 809.333 199.666
859.666 217 897 234 796 197.333
805.666 197.666 929.333 243.333 815.666 204.666
784.333 191 894.666 230.666 879 227.333
794.666 196.666 836.333 208.333 932 246
838.333 213.333 786.666 192.333 940.333 247.666
907.666 238 772.666 189.33 882.333 226.333
940.333 247.333 797 198.666 825.666 206
903 232.333 857.333 223.666 798.333 196.666
840 209 915 240.333 799.333 198.666
793 193.666 924.333 242 837.333 212.333
785.333 192.666 873.666 223.333 903 236.333
813 204 810.666 200 946.666 250.666
871.666 226 778 189.666 923 241.333
928.666 244.666 778.666 192 861.333 220.333
933.666 244.666 813.33 204.66 812.666 200.66
878.333 223.666 883.333 229.666 795.666 196.333
816.666 200.666 927.666 244 807 202
789 193 909.666 236.333 862.666 222.333
791.333 195.666 849 213.333 930 242.666
828.333 210 795 194.333 944.333 249
896.666 235 771.666 188.333 900.333 232.666
940 248 789 195.333 833.666 209
917.666 238.666 840.666 214 801.333 197.333
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Phase A Phase B Phase C
Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R)
852.333 213.666 902.333 236 795 198
802.666 196.666 928.666 243.333 826.666 209
786.333 192.333 889 228.333 894 232.666
801.333 199.333 824.333 204.333 944.333 250
855 219.666 778.666 189.666 931.333 244.333
919.666 241.666 770 188.666 874 223
941.333 247 804 201.333 820 203
897 230 870.333 225.333 798 197
829.333 205.333 923 242 805.666 201.666
791.666 193 916.666 239 851.666 218
787 193.333 861 218.333 919 241.333
817 205.333 801.666 196.666 947.666 251
882.333 229.333 771 188.333 911 237
934.666 246 777.666 192 847.666 213
929.666 242 824.666 209 808.666 199.333
869.666 219.666 892.666 233.333 797.333 197.666
809.333 198.333 929.333 243.666 816.666 205.666
786.666 192.333 900 233 878.333 227.333
794.666 196.333 830.333 208.666 939 248
840 213 785 191.666 940.333 248
906.333 237.333 768.666 188 893 229.666
940 247.333 793.333 197.333 831 207
909 234.333 853.333 219.333 802 198
841.666 210 915.666 240.333 801 199.33
796 194 923.666 241.666 833.666 209
784 192.333 873.666 224 905.666 236.666
803.333 200 812.333 200.333 948.666 251
864.666 223.333 774.666 188.666 921.333 241
925.333 243.666 776 191 861.666 218
935.333 244.666 816.333 206.333 814.66 201.333
880.333 223.666 883.333 229.666 797.666 197.666
820.333 201.666 927 244 810 202.666
787.333 191.666 910.333 236.666 865.666 222
786 193.666 848.333 214 928 244.666
827 209 789.666 193.666 944.666 250
891.333 231.666 771 188.666 904.666 234.333
937 246.666 787.666 196 841 211
918.666 237.666 842.666 215.333 805.333 198.666
854.666 214.666 906.333 238 798.66 198
797.333 195 929.333 245 827 208.333
783.666 191.333 891.666 230 887.333 230.333
798.333 198.666 826 205.333 941 248
850.666 218.333 780.333 190.333 934.333 245.333
916 240.666 774.666 190.333 877.666 224.333
934.666 246.666 807.333 202.666 819 204
897 230.333 870 225 799 197.333
828.333 206 923 242.666 803 200
789.666 192.333 919.333 239.666 848.666 216.333
784 192.666 865.666 219.666 912.333 238.666
815 205 806 199 946.666 250
873.666 227 774.666 189.333 912.333 237
931 245.666 779.666 192.666 849 213.666
927 241.333 824.333 209 806.333 199.333
864 218.333 890.333 232.333 794.666 196.666
807.333 198 931 244.666 816.666 205
785.666 192 904.333 234.333 874.333 225
793.666 196.666 840.6666 211 934.666 246.333
839.333 214 786.666 192.666 941 248.666
904.333 236.666 773 189 891 229
941 247.666 796.333 198.666 830.333 207.333
912 236.333 851.666 218.333 800.666 198
846.666 212.333 914.666 240 799.33 199
797 194.333 926.666 242.666 836.666 212
786 192.666 882 226.333 897.666 233.666
807.666 202 818.333 202.666 945.333 250
864.666 223.333 779 190.333 922.333 242
923 242.666 774 190.333 863.333 220
939 245.333 811.333 203.666 815.666 201.333
887 225.666 878 227.666 796.333 196.333
826 203.333 926.333 243 807 201.666
789.666 193 915.666 238.333 857.666 220
789.333 194.666 852 215 926 243.333
828.333 209.666 795 195 947.66 251
890.666 232.666 771 188.333 907 235
937 246.666 784.666 194 843.666 211.333
924.666 239.666 842 214.666 804.333 198
865.666 217.666 900.666 235.333 797.666 197.666
806 197.333 928.666 243.333 825.666 208.666
787 192.333 890.666 229 890.666 231.333
798 198 826 205.666 943 249.333
848.333 217.333 784.666 190.333 933.333 245.666
915.666 240.333 771 188.666 881.666 225.666
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Phase A Phase B Phase C
Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R) Ls (µH) Rs (R)
941 247.666 804 201.333 819.666 203
897 230.333 864 222.333 799.666 197.666
838.666 208.333 919.333 241 804.333 201
795 193.666 917.333 240 846.333 215.333
787.333 193.333 865.333 219.666 916.666 240.333
814.33 204 804.666 198 947.666 250.333
872 225.666 773.333 188.333 920.333 240
933 245.333 780.333 192 851 214.666
929.666 242.333 824.666 208 811 200.666
873.333 221.333 891.333 232.333 798.666 198
811.333 199.333 928.666 244.666 816.333 205
787 192 902.333 234.666 872.333 224.666
791 195.333 840.333 211.333 937 247.333
834 211.666 788.333 192.666 944 249.333
896.666 234.666 771.666 189 895.333 232
939 247 794.666 198 833 206.333
911 235 847.333 217 802.666 198.333
844.666 210.666 910.666 238.666 802.666 199.666
800.333 195 927.333 243.666 837 212
784 191.666 882.333 226 905 236
801.333 199.333 819.333 202 948.666 251.333
857.33 220.333 778.666 189.666 928.333 243.333
922 242.333 775.333 190.333 871.666 221.666
937.333 245.333 810.333 204 819.333 203.333
884.333 225.666 875.666 226.666 799 197.666
821.333 203 927.666 244.666 811.666 202.666
788.666 192.333 916 239.333 856.666 219.666
787.666 193.666 858 217.666 925.333 243.33
821.333 207.333 802.666 197 948.333 251.333
884.333 230.333 775.333 190 905 236.333
937.66 247 788.333 195.333 842 212.333
921 239 836 212.666 804 198.333
859 215.666 901.666 235.666 798.666 198.333
804.333 197 931.333 244 827 209
785 191.33 898 231.333 887.33 230
794.333 196.333 836.666 208 942 249.333
844 218.333 788 193 939.333 247.333
912.333 238 774.666 190 878 225
940.666 247 802.66 200.333 823.666 204.666
902.333 232.333 861.333 221.666 798.333 197
836 207.66 920.666 241.666 801 199.333
791.666 193 924 240.333 842.333 214
786.666 193.33 870 222 911.333 239
815 204.666 812 200.333 949 251.333
872.666 226.333 777.333 190 912 238.66
933.333 245.666 779 191.666 848 214.666
930 242.666 819.333 206.333 806.666 200.333
877.666 222 887.666 231.333 796 197
813.666 200.333 929.333 244.333 818 205.666
789.333 192.666 910 236.333 871.333 225
793.666 196.666 848 212.666 936 247
833.333 211.333 793.333 194 940 248.666
898.666 235 772.333 189.666 894.666 231.333
940.666 247.333 791 196 832 208.66
911 237 842.666 215 801.666 197.333
849.666 212 911.666 238.333 798.666 198
802.333 196 925.333 242.666 830 210
788 193.333 886.333 227.333 904.666 236.333
799.666 198.666 820.333 203.333 947.666 251.333
858 220.666 779 190 930 245.333
923.33 243 772 189.333 866.333 220.666
938.333 246 805 201.666 818 202
888 226.333 869.666 225 797.333 197
827 204 925.666 242.333 809 202.666
794 194 914.666 238 861.333 221
789.666 195.333 856.333 217 924.333 243.666
824 207.333 796.666 197 947.666 251.333
883.66 230 770.666 188.333 902.666 234.666
937 246.666 779 192.333 844.66 212.666
927.333 241.666 824 208.333 804.66 199
867.333 219.333 896 234 800 199.333
813.333 199.666 928.333 243.333 824.666 208
788.666 192.666 897 232 887 230
796.666 198 834.333 209.333 944 250
841.666 214.33 784 192 940.333 249.333
910.333 236.666 770 188 883 227.666
940.666 247 794.333 197.666 826.666 206
901 232 857 220.666 802 198.66
840.333 208.666 916.666 241 804.333 200.666
796.666 194.33 922.333 241.666 850.333 216.66
785.333 193 867.333 222 915.333 240
807 201.666 805 198.333 949.333 251.333
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867 224.333 773.333 189 919 240.333
928.333 244 775.666 191 861 217.666
932.333 243.333 816.66 206.333 814 201.33
878.666 222.666 889 230.666 799.666 198.333
819.333 201 929.333 244.333 818 205.333
785.333 192.33 904 234.333 878.666 226.666
786.666 193.333 844.333 212.66 931.333 245.666
828 209 790 193 947 250
892.66 233.333 771 188.66 899.33 233
937 243.66 790.666 196.666 834.666 209
917.333 237.333 846.333 216.666 804.666 198.666
852 214.33 909.33 238.333 803.66 200
799.66 196 927 243.666 836.666 212
783.66 191.666 882.666 227.333 899 234
799.666 199 822 203.333 947 251.333
833.333 218.666 782 191 931 244.333
917 240.666 774.666 190.666 873 222.333
938 246 808.333 203 819 203.666
894 230.333 877 227.333 799.66 198
827.666 205.666 925.666 243 811.333 203
789.666 192 914.333 238 857.66 219.333
785.333 193 862 218.666 923.666 242
815.333 204.333 805.333 198 947.666 250.66
880 229 774.666 189 910.6667 236.666
935.333 246.333 782 193.333 844 212
923.666 240 831.666 211 807 199.666
866.666 218 896.666 233.666 799 198.666
806.666 197.333 930 244.333 823.666 207.333
784.666 192.333 901.333 233 883.333 229
793.666 197 838.666 209.333 938.666 247.666
837.333 213.333 788.666 192.666 940.333 247.333
903 236 772.666 189 886 228
940.666 247.666 800.666 200 828.666 208.333
908 233.666 860.333 220.333 799.333 197.333
843.333 210 918.666 241.333 803 200
795.333 193.666 924.666 241 846 215.666
785.666 192.666 874.333 223.666 909 237.666
808.333 202.333 813.66 201 948 251.333
866.333 223.33 778 190 919.333 240
930.333 244.333 778 191 853 217.333
935 244.333 816.666 206 812 200.333
881.333 224.666 879.333 228 797.333 197.333
822.333 202.333 926.333 243 814 204
789.66 193 911.333 236 869.666 224
791 195 854.333 215 934.333 246
823.333 207.666 797.666 194.666 946.333 249.666
889.66 231.66 772 188.666 904 234.666
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